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Covid-19 still reigns

Toronto – Ontario health officials
revealed yesterday there were fewer
than 3,000 new Covid-19 positive infections for the first time since the start of
April, CTV News reported last night.
Meanwhile, CBC reported that hospitals
in Ontario that are facing the possibility
of running out of beds may not
have to trigger a triage protocol that enables doctors to
make the difficult call on
who gets life-saving care
and who does not.
While it appears the
Covid-19 protocols are
starting to take effect in
Ontario, cardiologist Dr Vivian
Rambihar said there is still work
that needs to be done at the community
level in order to contain the rampaging
Covid-19 numbers.
“We have the power to stop this virus
– use it. This is a powerful virus – but
our power is greater,” he said.
Dr Rambihar also expressed concern
over the difficulty India was now experiencing with surging infection numbers
and its grim, escalating death rate.
“India is not going to happen here; but
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Caribbean Covid-19 cases climb

Toronto – The Covid-19 pandemic
crisis deepened in the Caribbean last
week, hitting Trinidad and Tobago so
hard that the government renewed
a total lockdown on both islands.
Meanwhile, Jamaica barred Trinidad
and Tobago nationals from entering the
country. Similarly, Grenada issued travel
bans on nationals and visitors
from Brazil and India. So far,
this week has seen Guyana,
Barbados, and Jamaica
reporting ongoing fatalities and climbing infection numbers.
In Port-of-Spain on
Monday, Prime Minister Dr
Keith Rowley ordered more
stringent restrictions following earlier lockdown initiatives taken last week.
Rowley’s latest move was noted to be
a desperate attempt to limit the movement and congregating of nationals in
order to curtail what he described as
a potential catastrophic escalation in
Covid-19 cases.
According to Rowley, if these steps
were not taken, then in less than a week
Trinidad and Tobago would be in a situation where no beds were available for
Covid-19 infected patients.
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some of it can. We can stop that. What
can you do to stop India from happening here? Simple: follow the public
health guidelines closely at home and at
work, get tested when you need to, and
get your Covid-19 vaccine,” he said.
He added, “When you get the
Covid-19 vaccine, you help
stop the virus from spreading, and your chances of
dying or ending up in
ICU, or going to ER,
become much lower. A
simple jab of a vaccine
for a few seconds is your
powerful way of stopping
this virus from affecting you,
those around you, and the world.”
On Tuesday, Ontario confirmed
2,791 new cases; it was a first since
April 5 when fewer than 3,000 new
cases was reported. It was a welcome
fall in the numbers for the province,
which in the days before climbed up
to 3,436 cases on Monday; 3,732 new
cases on Sunday; and 3,369 new cases
last Saturday. The lower number yesterday puts Ontario’s rolling seven-day
See Page 9: India

Also, in what was a grim revelation, Rowley said had his government
not intervened, the result would mean
the economic demise of Trinidad and
Tobago.
On Monday Rowley indicated his
government had put the brakes on all
food services, including the street
food sales that had offended
social distancing requirements over the weekend.
He also indicated an
end to retail sales, with
only pharmacies, groceries, hardware stores,
and financial institutions
allowed to remain open. As
well, he cautioned nationals to
remain at home if there was no
essential need to go out.
This time Rowley gently chided
nationals as he outlined the government’s reasoning for implementing an
even deeper and more rigid lockdown,
saying: “[It] matters not what you are
engaged in. If you are engaged in an
activity that facilitates the movement
or gathering of people, the government
has to see that as an area for restriction,
otherwise the common-sense thing will
See Page 9: Covid-19

In composite, women in India hold up Covid-19 vaccination
certificates, while below, health workers monitor cremations

IPL crashes

T

he tragic Covid-19 surge in
infections and escalating fatalities in India breached the biosecure containment of the Indian
Premier League yesterday, causing
officials to indefinitely postpone the
games after several players tested positive for the coronavirus. The decision
by the Board of Control for Cricket in
India came following weeks of outrage
and apprehension over play continuing despite the devastating Covid-19
second wave in India, the Guardian
reported out of London.
According to news reports from
international media outlets, India officially passed 20 million infections yesterday, with the surge in new cases and
increasing fatalities showing no indication it would soon diminish.
Action was brought to a halt earlier
this week in the IPL after several players tested positive for Covid-19, with
three teams placed in isolation. In a
statement on the IPL website posted
yesterday, it was confirmed that the
BCCI had voted to postpone the league
indefinitely after cases were detected in
staff and players from Kolkata Knight
Riders, Chennai Super Kings, and
Sunrisers Hyderabad.
As the IPL statement noted, “The
See Page 23: BCCI postpones
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Lovely condo in Etobicoke with 2 bedrooms, spacious living and dining room, open balcony, and
ensuite laundry. This property is tenanted. Guaranteed rental income of $1800 per month for two
years. Real estate never spoils. It appreciates with
time. Call today.
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Ideal Investment

$679,900

Luxury Townhome

Features a private driveway for 3 cars, garage
with internal access to the home, enclosed porch
and a great room with 12’ ceiling and fireplace,
sliding glass doors to a semi-private courtyard.
You will be impressed with the separate dining
room, e/i kitchen and laundry room on the same
level. Lots of upgrades.

Spacious home with 4 bedrooms, 4 washrooms,
lane way double car garage, large deck, open
concept living & dining room, spacious kitchen & a
warm family room. Nicely updated & located near
the GO. Main floor ensuite can be used for someone who does not want stairs, or as a home office.

$959,000

Becoming A Landlord

Income Booster!

This investment fetches $48,000 income annually.
The tenants are willing to stay. Features include 4
bedrooms, separate entrance to a finished basement, large car port, spacious kitchen, L-shaped
living and dining room combo. Explore the possibilities.

Spec hme on premium crnr lot. Inviting frnt prch
w/grand dble door entry to sun-drenched hme.
Enjoy mod kit leading to lovely raised dck & lge
con. patio, yards of grn spc & gdn shed. Up. level
has 4 bdrms, stdy area & ldry rm. Bsmt cmplt w/
open design, LED lights & lam. flrs. Come & see it!
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Located on large corner lot, unique bungalow offers
a private driveway, garage & courtyard. Extensively
renovated & features a basement apartment, common laundry area & tankless hot water system!
Sparkling clean home! Explore the possibilities!!!
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$939,900

Unique Charm!

Located in one of Mississauga’s prime locations.
Includes a spacious suite with open concept living,
dining, kitchen area. Master bedroom with walkin closet, and a full ensuite. There is a den for the
work-from-home professional. You can relax in the
open air balcony while your investment blossoms.

$879,000

Start Smart

$1,249,000

Luxury Low Rise Condo
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$989,700

Simply Unbeatable

You will be impressed with this large home containing a three-bedroom basement apartment!
With 9’ ceilings on main flr, an enclosed lawn with
patio stones, & open concept, it offers tremendous
space. Located near York University & the new
subway line, this home is like hitting the jackpot!
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In composite photo, left to right are former Guyana President Donald Ramotar; Ramdath Jagessar; IndoCaribbean World columnist Dr Mohan Ragbeer; and Dr Tulsi Singh. In the background is Dr Cheddi Jagan’s
handwriting from a note penned to Dr Singh.

Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

‘The Indelible Red Stain’ and Dr Cheddi Jagan
Toronto – ‘Dr Cheddi Jagan, Guyana, Marxism, Politics and
the US’ was the topic discussed by panelists, and attended by an
international audience late last month. The event was presented
via Zoom on April 25. The discussion focused on reviews of
the two-part book, The Indelible Red Stain, written by IndoCaribbean World columnist, Dr Mohan Ragbeer.
Among the presenters were Dr Ragbeer, a retired physician,
former consultant and dean, and author of three books and an
unpublished autobiography.
Also on the panel was journalist Ramdath Jagessar; Dr Tulsi
Dyal Singh, a retired physician, and former bank director and
chairman of a Renewable Energy Corporation; and Ramnarine
Sahadeo, a former teacher and public servant in Guyana, and an
Ontario lawyer who initiated a Gandhi scholarship at McMaster
University.
Former President of the Republic of Guyana, Donald
Ramotar, was also a participant at the session.
Among the many notable anecdotes that punctuated the
weighty discussion were the ones told about Dr Jagan by Dr
Ragbeer himself, who revealed that they met in 1948.
According to Dr Ragbeer, his family was close with the
Jagans, and there was even a time when his brother-in-law
attempted to shift Dr Jagan and his wife, Janet, away from their
left-leaning ideology and more to the centre. Dr Ragbeer also

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

revealed that he was a patient and a friend to Dr Jagan, who he
said encouraged him to pursue a career as a diplomat.
In his presentation, Dr Singh noted there were many other
personas to Dr Jagan, and which populate The Indelible Red
Stain. Along with the other presenters, Dr Singh also noted that
both volumes making up The Indelible Red Stain “are massive
tomes on weighty subjects”.
Noting that he met Dr Jagan in 1961, it was a relationship that
grew into one where he became a doctor to the good doctor. In
what was one of the many evocative moments during the session, Dr Singh presented as a slide a note written to him by Dr
Jagan with a request for a medical opinion.
Recalling his troubling assessment of Dr Jagan as a patient,
Dr Singh’s touching comment rekindled many memories during
that difficult time in 1997, when his health was declining.
“Dr Jagan was in heart failure; that was easy to see, despite the
brave face he was putting on,” Dr Singh said of his assessment.
In his remarks, Ramotar noted that while Dr Jagan was
“heavily influenced by Marxism”, he was also a “flexible” and
“principled leader”. He noted too that Dr Jagan was “fiercely
national”, which he acquired through the “anti-colonial struggle
that was taking place at the time”.
The event was hosted by the Indo-Caribbean Cultural Centre,
which is based out of Trinidad and Tobago.

Ottawa commits to more housing, child care

Ottawa – As part of investments being made from ‘Budget
2021: A Recovery Plan for Jobs, Growth, and Resilience’, starting this year and continuing over the next seven years, Ottawa
will invest $600 million dollars in the renewal and expansion
of the Affordable Housing Innovation Fund, the Honourable
Ahmed Hussen, Minister of Families, Children and Social
Development said last month. Hussen is
also the Minister responsible for Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporation.
The announcement was made along
with the Honourable Hedy Fry, Member of
Parliament for Vancouver Centre.
“Every Canadian deserves a safe
and affordable place to call home. The
Affordable Housing Innovation Fund has
proven to be an effective way to provide
clever, novel, and thoughtful solutions to
housing,” Hussen said.
He added, “With renewed resources
through Budget 2021, our government will
continue to build partnerships with private
sector, developers, municipalities, and the
non-profit sector to push boundaries and
create affordable homes that meet the
needs of Canadians, from coast to coast
Ahmed
to coast.”
To date, the program has committed funding to support the
creation of over 17,600 units, most units being affordable and
for persons with accessibility challenges. The new funding will
support the creation of up to 12,700 additional units, bringing
the total across the country to over 30,000 Canadians receiving
support through the Affordable Housing Innovation Fund.
Funded by the Government of Canada and delivered through
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, the Fund is an
initiative of the National Housing Strategy, and encourages
new funding models and innovative building techniques in the
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affordable housing sector.
Hussen also revealed the government was focussing on childcare, along with support to help women return to the workforce.
Said Hussen: “Child care is not a luxury, it’s a necessity. The
past year has made it abundantly clear that we need affordable,
accessible, inclusive, and high-quality child care, and we need
it now.”
Additionally, “Leaders in the private,
social, and labour sectors all agree that a
Canada-wide early learning and child care
system will drive economic growth, help
women get back into the workforce, and
give every child across Canada the best
start in life. Together, I know we can get
this done.”
Many Canadian families lack access
to affordable, inclusive, and high-quality
child-care, which makes it an economic
issue as much as it is a social one. Without
access to child-care, parents, especially
women, are unable to fully participate
in the economy. In the last year, these
difficulties have come to the forefront
due to its intersection with the Covid-19
pandemic.
Hussen
As part of its commitment to support
a recovery that brings all Canadians along, the Government of
Canada is seeking to ensure that quality and affordable regulated child-care spaces are available to all families that need it.
Last month, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau highlighted that
Budget 2021 sets a goal of on average $10 a day child-care within the next five years. By building an early learning and childcare system, the government plans to make life more affordable
for Canadian families, create new jobs, grow the middle class,
increase women’s participation in the workforce, and drive
strong economic growth across the country.
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Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
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Our practice draws on deep experience, global resources, and specialized
industry knowledge to advise clients on complex tax issues in Canada
Tel: 416-234-1446						
8 Beamish Drive
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6750 Davand Drive, Suite 201
Mississauga, ON L5T 2L8

Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188

info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
Media available to broadcast proceedings.
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Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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EDITORIALS & VIEWS

Editorials

Eid Mubarak

W

e share the anguish being felt in our Muslim
community as we endure a second year of
lockdowns and restrictions on gatherings
in places of worship, in this case at mosques, during
Ramadan, and now for the celebration of Eid ul Fitr.
As community leaders have been reiterating, in this
time of the Covid-19 pandemic, it is important to remain
steadfast in the faith, even while remaining committed
and consistent in observing the necessary Covid-19 health
protocols that are put in place to preserve our lives.
No doubt it has been a difficult second year for the Muslim faithful in our community since the WHO declared
the coronavirus world crisis a pandemic in March 2020.
But while the traditional call to prayer from the mosques
are silenced, at the same time it is reassuring to hear voices
lifted in prayer in the homes of the faithful.
Also, while the joy in iftar, in the breaking of the fast
among friends and relatives, was curtailed for a second
year, at the same time there has been a closer knitting of
family ties with evening meals consumed in homes.
It is such that in this time of the great pandemic, we are
forging even deeper ties, building closer family relationships through sharing meals, in praying together as a family unit, and diligently looking out for each other.
We are making the best with what we have within, even
as the coronavirus pestilence rampages outside.
We take this opportunity to extend to our Muslim community a heartfelt “Eid Mubarak”. Even as we share your
prayer for a better world come Ramadan next year, we
urge you to please stay safe.

Working together

S

lowly, but perhaps too slowly, it is becoming evident that working together and observing restrictions mean that as a collective we could curtail the
spread of the pestilential Covid-19 virus.
As noted from the reports in Ontario this week, health
officials indicated fewer than 3,000 new Covid-19 positive
infections for the first time since the start of April. In what
was hopefully a declining trend, yesterday Ontario confirmed 2,791 new infections, a first since April 5.
The decline was noticeable in the wake of the 3,436
cases reported on Monday; there were 3,732 new cases on
Sunday; and 3,369 new cases last Saturday. The smaller
number of cases put Ontario’s rolling seven-day average at
3,509, down from 3,887 last week.
Also, earlier this week the government of Jamaica, led
by Prime Minister Andrew Holness, announced a further
four-week extension to its Covid-19 containment measures. The extension came after a major decrease in new
Covid-19 infections, with its Ministry of Health and Wellness reporting only 48 confirmed cases on Monday.
But all is not well in Trinidad and Tobago, where a
surge in cases prompted Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley
to impose yet another significant and total lockdown.
As a Bloomberg report noted earlier this week, Trinidad
and Tobago now ranks with countries as India, Nepal, and
Thailand for its escalating Covid-19 infections.
The report noted that fierce Covid-19 waves were enveloping developing countries, straining healthcare systems,
and prompting appeals for outside help. It cited Trinidad
and Tobago at the top of the list, along with Bhutan, Suriname, Cambodia, and Fiji as nations enduring a high and
triple-digit pace.
In announcing the latest lockdown in Trinidad and
Tobago, Rowley did not typically chide nationals for their
creativity, and blatant disobedience, in avoiding restrictive
Covid-19 health protocols. Instead, he called on the nation to work together in order to surmount the latest wave,
citing overstretched hospital resources, and the grimmer
reality of its economy becoming infected and perishing.
It was a sobering call for a national effort from a historically divided population. It is beyond doubt now that
Covid-19 is unrelenting; however, we are also aware it can
be curtailed with vaccinations, and our collective effort.
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Biden’s first 100

oe Biden last week completed his first 100 days as President
of the US, and received an encouraging response, even from
members of the Republican party. His approval rating is
53 percent, lower than many previous presidents, but higher
than former President Donald Trump’s at any time during his
presidency. Biden promptly tackled the Trumpneglected Covid-19 pandemic and pursued the
vaccination of the population, reaching, by May 1,
146,239,208 people (44 percent of population) with
one dose, and 95,175,684 (28 percent) with two
doses. Infectious disease specialists agree that the
compliance has been variable, with many still reluctant, while in
high risk areas, long lines are common. Case incidence fell from
199,000 in January to 54,400 at the end of April, a reduction of 73
percent, earning praise for his administration. But, as elsewhere
in the world, a new rise in incidence is occurring, many in the
under-50 age group, due to variants, especially the more virulent
UK strain, B1.1.7.
Other actions included mandating masks on federal property; banning evictions during the pandemic, cancelling the
Keystone XL pipeline, rejoining the Paris Climate Accord, and the
World Health Organisation, and suspending construction of the
US-Mexico border wall. He made 11 nominations to the federal
bench, which still has 77 vacancies.
Altogether, he undid 62 of Trump’s 219 orders (ref. the
American Presidency Project). He signed 11 bills and 42 executive
orders, including the hefty US $1.9 trillion coronavirus relief package. Since January 20, the US economy has added over 1.2 million
jobs leaving ten million without work.
Meanwhile, Canada’s domestic vaccine program has reached
33.5 percent of the population (from 27 percent in PEI to 62
percent in Yukon), using Pfizer, Moderna, and Astra-Zeneca vaccines. Local production is mired in politics, and “Fed-Pharma”
links, a far cry from the days when Canada had a robust vaccine
producer, University of Toronto’s independent Connaught Labs,
and Montreal’s Institut Armand Frappier. Former Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney sold them to Sanofi-Pasteur (France) and Glaxo
Smith Kline (UK), respectively, in his privatisation push. The
buyers instantly trimmed processes to maximise profit, and so
reduced the scope of R&D work on vaccines, presumably done
in their non-Canadian plants. The Federal Government has
backed Covid-19 efforts from a Sanofi-Glaxo Smith Kline (GSK
consortium, Quebec City’s Medicago, Saskatchewan’s Vaccine and

Infectious Disease Organisation) while Alberta’s Providence, a
smaller company seeking to build capacity, is hampered by insufficient financing; this company apparently started at the same
time and with the same method as Moderna, but received only a
token grant of $5M from Ottawa, while Moderna received over
US $450M from Trump!
With its difficulty in sourcing its vaccine
Mohan
needs, Canada obviously needs a facility like the
Ragbeer Connaught Labs. This had been started on May 1,
1914, by Dr James Fitzgerald, a bacteriology professor at the University of Toronto, to make diphtheria
antitoxin; it also made rabies antitoxin, then tetanus anti-toxin as
WWI started. The influenza pandemic of 1917 created an interest
in tackling this, but targeted the wrong agent, since nothing was
known of the viral cause of influenza, (discovered in the 1930s).
CL contributed to the manufacture of insulin, later penicillin, and
the development of the Salk polio vaccine. It grew, supplied provinces at cost, and exported at a modest profit. In 1972, the Canada
Development Corporation, a part of Pierre Trudeau’s economic
plan, acquired it; a decade later, Mulroney sold it, as noted. Today
it has teamed with GSK to make a Covid-19 vaccine, now in trials.
India, the world’s largest vaccine-maker, now has the highest
current daily incidence of the disease; it was halted in its vaccination efforts by a US (UK and EU, thus NATO) embargo on
the export of raw materials that India needed for vaccine manufacture, thus halting the process, just as over-crowding and new,
more contagious variants were creating record daily incidences.
So, India, which was donating to small countries, now has to
break export contracts and literally beg for vaccines and relief
from Western materials embargos. Belatedly, Biden and NATO
partners agreed to send needed material; some of this have
reached India. The Biden administration has enacted a travel ban
on any non-US citizens or permanent residents coming to the US
from India.
The Indian experience is a warning. In January, cases had mysteriously fallen to less than 10,000 verified daily, baffling experts,
who ruled out all obvious causes, lifting spirits everywhere; four
months later, this overwhelming surge arrives, with a new and
virulent strain, aided by overcrowding, as noted, and swamping
all capacity, threatening a disaster of unprecedented proportions. One wonders: could the West Bengal elections, have been
suspended, and states enforce no-crowding rules? The scope for
political blame is enormous.

Traveling pass opens up a many-layered world

T

here was a time in my early school career back home
when the government, swimming in oil-money and
valuing the reductive ideal that the nation’s future was in
our schoolbags, decreed that all students throughout the entire
country be recipients of an unlimited traveling bus pass.
As innocuous as it sounds, this national pass
opened up a universe far broader and varied
Romeo
than the small village where I was growing up. In
Kaseram
a way, it became a passport to exploration, which
for me was to heed the call of the wild and visit
as often as I could our distant, teeming, and
labyrinthine capital city to the north.
Later, I would come to appreciate that these journeys to the
centre, as a noted intellectual later described, were at its best,
exploratory forays from the plantation to the port.
Now having this unlimited bus pass in hand, typically
flashed like a policeman’s badge with undisguised selfimportance to the startled bus conductor, was half of the
mobility problem solved. Of course, the other half of the
problem was actually climbing on board a public transport
bus, which hardly ever showed up at its scheduled time.
For as it was, to say back in those days, “I going to catch a
bus”, was to engage in an interminable discourse with a certain
neighbour over the possibilities of arrival that mostly featured
the miraculous as a repetitive touchstone. It seems that while
the government’s heart was in the right place, at the same
time its deployment of bus passes appeared to roll counter to
the systemic and chronic lack of transport infrastructure as
supports to its well-intentioned gesture.
To this day I still recall this neighbour constantly
complaining about how the country had changed direction for
the worse following Independence. He constantly abused the
powers-that-were in the capital city, criticising them across
his hibiscus fence to early morning passersby while he did
his ablutions, a soft twig sticking out from one corner of his
mouth while he maligned the fledgling nation out of the other.
During his lamentations he claimed there was a time when
a Timex watch could be precisely set whenever a bus arrived at
the junction. Or was wistful, saying between gargling there was
a time when the streets were swept and sprinkled on mornings
to keep the dust down. When he was being cynical, he started
out saying, “Once-upon-a-time, there was a postal system so
efficient that letters arrived with the stamp still wet”.
As I learned afterwards, these structures constantly
referenced by our neighbour for its predictability, and its

interlocking and functioning efficacies, were benefits that
filtered down as by-products from the world he had known.
These “Services”, as he fondly called them, were corollaries
of efficiencies that trickled down from the larger comforts
enjoyed by an elite group, colonising foreigners who had first
pick from the best of our fruits.
But I digress into academia. Now, as a young
man freshly introduced to the wider world with
my universal bus pass, I recall to our mutual
surprise meeting this complaining neighbour in
the capital city during one of my forays abroad.
He was quite a literate neighbour; in fact, he was famous
as far as three villages away for his erudition, and was highly
regarded for his skills as a “full-outer” of crossword puzzles.
So nimble were his mind and fingers with puzzle and pencil
that the more idle villagers would gather outside his hibiscus
fence to watch as he pored over the newspaper. They would
nonchalantly slap at the mosquitoes feasting on their exposed
legs, wholly fascinated as his pencil’s tip leapt from mouth to
paper, then hesitated with morse-code taps before confidently
laddering up, down, and sideways on the cheap newsprint.
Then there was a time when the daily announced a major
crossword puzzle contest with thousands of dollars for a
growing jackpot. To enter the contest meant accurately filling
out the challenging puzzle, including the label from a tin of
condensed milk as proof of purchase of the sponsor’s product,
and hand-delivering or mailing the documents before the
deadline to the newspaper’s main office in the capital city.
When asked whether he was planning to enter the
contest, our neighbour dismissed it with a negative, to the
accompaniment of an irritated wave of the hand, his words
cross and cryptic: “Eleven letters across; clue is ‘Too damn
easy; not worth my time’”. The villagers were happily puzzled,
and had no idea his lofty dismissal meant, “Chicken-feed”.
However, despite saying he had no plans to enter the
contest, my suspicion was later confirmed he had done so to
preserve his reputation as the best crossword “full-outer” in the
village. In fact, discretion was the ten-letter word, which I kept
until today and many decades later after his passing.
It turned out that our eyes met across the front desk of the
newspaper that day when he hand-delivered his submission to
the contest, with its accompanying condensed milk label. His
eyes warned me, and we pretended to be strangers.
I was a young reporter, having put the universal bus pass to
good use during my youthful peregrinations in the big city.
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Time for Guyana to hedge with world oil prices on the recovery
Dear Editor,
December 20, 2020 marked the one-year anniversary of oil
being lifted from Guyana’s ocean floor. Who has benefitted
the most from our oil? Is it the people of Guyana, or the oil
companies? Certainly, there doesn’t appear to be any significant
oil benefits to the more than 30 percent of Guyanese living on
(all currency in USD) $2 a day. At least one oil company has
used a strategy to ensure ample profits from our oil, even when
oil prices fluctuate as
wildly as they did last
year.
The oil companies have been in
business for decades
while Guyana is just
starting out. The
government should
learn from strategies employed by
experienced operators in the industry
to ensure maximum
benefits from the sale
of Guyana’s oil.
Guyana has the
light sweet crude oil.
In 2020 the price of
that crude fluctuated
Liza Oil Phase Two in
from a high of over
$65 a barrel at the start of 2020 to a low of $16 a barrel in the
depth of the ongoing Covid-19 crisis. The average price for 2020
was approximately $41 a barrel.
Hess Corporation revealed in early 2020 that it “hedged”
20,000 barrels per day at $60 per barrel of Brent Crude, the type
of oil Guyana produces. “Hedging” is a financial risk management strategy that a company can use to protect against a low
selling price for oil, and receive a guaranteed higher price, and
higher overall income. Think of hedging like insurance: it protects against adverse downside oil price scenarios. Of course,
like insurance, if the adverse scenario doesn’t occur, then you

lose the premium paid for the insurance.
Guyana did not hedge its oil during 2020, and lost income
because of the wild swings in oil prices.
Using recent figures released by the Ministry of Natural
Resources, Guyana received $246.5 million when it sold about
five million barrels of oil over the past year. Had Guyana sold its
oil for the 2020 average of $41/barrel, then its take could have
been $205 million from the sale of its five million barrels. Thus,
it was lucky to avoid
a loss of more than
$40 million.
Guyana wasn’t as
prudent as Hess in
protecting against
the wild swings in oil
prices in 2020. If we
divide $246.5 million by five million
barrels, then we can
deduce that Guyana
received $49.3 a barrel for its five million barrels of oil. If
Guyana had a $60/
barrel hedge like
Hess, it would have
received gross revenues of $300 million.
the Stabroek Block
That is more than
$50 million difference from the $246.5 million it received.
Even if we assume the price for hedging was $4 per barrel, thus $20 million insurance for five million barrels, then
Guyana’s net take with hedging would have increased by at least
$30 million. For the 228,000 Guyanese living on US$2/day that
would mean an extra $132. Or that extra money could have
been used to at least pay an extra $508 dollars to the 59,000
Guyanese pensioners.
This hedge of $60/barrel by Hess may be one of the reasons why the oil companies continued to ramp up production
in the face of low oil prices and flaring issues, a violation of

Guyana’s environmental laws. At least for Hess, a low oil price
did not have an impact on its earnings as it had on Guyana’s.
Additionally, if the oil companies used an average price of $41/
barrel as a base for their recoverable expense calculations, then
it means Guyana has hardly made a dent in paying down the
more than $18.5 billion capital expenses for the Stabroek block.
Thus, this is likely to stretch out Guyana’s period of low
earnings, because of the 75 percent expense cap, longer into the
future while the oil companies’ “hedges” ensure their handsome
profits.
Brent Crude has recovered to about $66/barrel, more than
four times the low it hit in 2020. Given these wild fluctuations
in oil prices, it seems prudent for Guyana to hedge some of its
oil production in 2021 and beyond to protect against downside
scenarios. A hedging strategy can enable better prediction
about a minimum amount of income from oil in the future.
This enables better planning for long term projects to meet our
national needs, such as better hospitals and widespread access
to broadband Internet. Without hedging, a 2020-style crash in
the price of oil can jeopardise projects whose finances depend
on oil income.
Recently, it was reported that Mexico gained $2.5 billion
because it hedged its oil in 2020. Mexico has learnt from the
Latin American debt crisis of the early 1980s. Leading up to its
debt crisis in 1982, Mexico had borrowed heavily against potential future income from oil. When the oil price started to crash
during the 1980s, Mexico defaulted on its debts. Guyana should
learn from the recent Mexico hedging strategies and not make
the mistake Mexico made in the early 1980s.
Darshanand Khusial, via email; on behalf of the Oil & Gas
Governance Network.

Show gratitude to Indian, Portuguese ancestors
Dear Editor,
Guyana celebrated Portuguese Arrival Day on May 3, and as
we mark Indian Arrival Day today, we must continue to show
our gratitude to our ancestors for their sacrifices that have
shaped our present, and influences our future.
Berbice is blessed to have
the villages of the Portuguese
Quarter and Calcutta along the
Corentyne Coast. It is a strong
reminder of our Indentured
immigrant past. Clearly the
beauty of these two cultures
remains ever-present in the
ancient county.
The influence and contribution by many sons and daughters of these two cultures,
including Minister of Finance
Peter D’Aguiar and President
Peter D’Aguiar
Dr Cheddi Jagan, have spurred
significant growth of our nation.
These two esteemed sons of Guyana formed and led their own
political parties that championed the cause of the Portuguese
and Indian members of our society.
This is but a small example of the great heritage that has been
rooted in Guyana, thanks to the arrival of the Portuguese and
Indians.
The recent celebration of Labour Day on May 1 was not only
a celebration of today’s workers, but it was also another form of
showing our continual gratitude to the sacrifices made by the
Portuguese and Indians who arrived many years ago to help
build the sugar industry of Guyana.

It is with this gratitude we continue to show our respect to
these fellow citizens, who on an equal footing, have led and
built our nation, leading us to where we are today. They have
strengthened our future by continually making significant contributions to the development
of Guyana.
As another humble son of
Portuguese and Indian immigrants, I must also acknowledge the difficulty faced by the
Portuguese and Indians in our
society, despite the many contributions made over the years.
The disunity in our society that many attribute to the
sugar industry, and the redistribution of labour in the
1800s, continues to be a challenge today that is yet to be
overcome.
Cheddi Jagan
For those who neither share,
nor identify with the heritage of the Portuguese and Indians, I
invite you to consider how different Guyana’s history would be
today without the contributions of these two great cultures.
We must not see each other as perpetual rivals, but instead
accept that we each have a positive role to play in our country’s
development.
With this in mind, as we celebrate the arrival of our ancestors
to Guyana, let us recommit ourselves towards, and continue to
strive for unity and shared prosperity in the future Guyana that
we hope to achieve.
Jamil Changlee, via email; Chairman of The Cooperative
Republicans of Guyana.

Dear Editor,
The report on the GPL conflict of interest adds to so many
others. These were not imagined when the government was
sworn into power nine months ago. The more things change,
the more it remains the same; or repeats itself. The government
must pull up its socks, or it will soon be known as a “conflict
of interest government” because of personnel sitting on Boards
with ties to private companies bidding for contracts.
Shouldn’t there be an investigation of other Ministries and
Boards to weed out conflict of interests, and eliminate corrup-

tion? Is it appropriate for a Minister’s children to become contractors? Is it appropriate for the Chairman of a Board to be on
the payroll of a private company that bids for contracts?
Aren’t these examples a conflict of interest? Shouldn’t these
also be addressed? Shouldn’t the Minister, Chair, and Directors
of all Boards or Ministries with conflict of interests be removed?
When will government recruit individuals with track records of
honesty and integrity? There are many individuals around with
a history of allegations of corruption: why are they back?
Dharmendra Lalji, via email.

Govt must deal decisively with conflict of interests
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Chief Justice Roxanne George

Happy to disappoint PNC:
its bullyism will not work
Dear Editor,
Chief Justice Roxane George last week threw out Election
Petition 88/20P that was brought by the Opposition APNU+AFC,
which challenged the legality of the March 2020 elections. The
erudite Judge then gave a detailed review – as she always does –
of the grounds upon which she made her ruling.
The APNU+AFC leaders viewed that ruling unfavourably,
and took to the streets to voice their concerns to persons of like
mentality: that the Chief Justice’s ruling was wrong. However,
that move to take to the streets was quickly quelled because
there were no grounds for grouses; it was a petition that was
frivolous and vexatious at best, and was bound to meet the fate
that it did.
Now, a careful examination of the PNC’s case is that this
country was bound by Clairmont Mingo and Keith Lowenfield’s
fraudulent results, and, as such, there should have been no
recount. This was the sum total of their argument, one that
they wanted a civilised Guyana, and by extension the world, to
accept. This was the asinine concoction the PNC wanted us to
believe.
When a political party can try to use our court system to
legitimise a fraud, it is the most barefaced and brazen attempt
ever. This is bullyism at its worst. And to think of it, they are
really adamant about it, as they go about spewing their vile
nonsense to a delusional and brainwashed following.
Well, I am happy to disappoint the PNC: that this is not going
to work; not now, not ever. And I would further advise them to
save their energies for the court cases involving the fraud crew
of Mingo, et al, when these come up for trial. I can also assure
them that, in the above mentioned cases, there will likely be
conviction as well as incarceration of all those who think they
can carry out a fraud and get away with it.
Neil Adams, via email.
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Ask Jay...
Please send your questions to
TheBrij@TheBrij.com or call: 416-418-2745

Zombie Debts Can Haunt You

Z

ombie debts are debts from the past that are restored to life and haunt the
debtor. These are unsecured debts such as credit cards, phone bills, and lines
of credit. They are over three years old. Some of these debts are written off by
the lender, paid off, or simply a case of wrong identity. These debts are usually raised
from the dead when debt is sold from one collection agency to another. A collection
agency is an agency used by lenders to collect money past due. In most cases the
collection agencies will buy bad debts for a fraction of the amount owing and then
try to collect.

A Port-of-Spain food establishment conducts sidewalk business

Lockdown blues hurting T&T
Dear Editor,
The company I work for has over 100
employees, and it is deemed essential. When
this pandemic hit in March last year and the
initial lockdown was enforced, our mediumsized company ran out of cash by mid-May. All
customers ceased to pay their debts, and yet the
government was still taking its pound of flesh
regardless of the private sector’s struggles. The
company decided to borrow money to keep
staff employed.
Various sectors were affected. The first
sector that was decimated was the yachting,
marine, and sports tourism industry. The government complained about not having foreign
exchange, yet saw it fit to disallow yachts from
safely entering Trinidad and Tobago, thus killing an industry that injects (US) $2-3 million
into the economy annually, and provides jobs.
The effects were so stark that Massy Stores,
Crews Inn, Chaguaramas, closed its doors for
the first time in over 20 years.
The second sector on the line is the bar and
restaurant industry. The decision to close all
bars and restaurants still baffles. Especially at a
time when the government is claiming it has no
money to pay relief, and has decided to close an
entire sector that accounts for over ten percent
of our population. These restaurants and bars
would have employed on average five to ten
people per establishment, who would have paid
their income taxes, NIS, and health surcharge.
I think we are all aware of the term trickledown economics. These families would have in
turn used taxis, bought groceries and clothes

– and the list goes on. I find it hard to swallow that restaurants are not allowed to operate
with curbside delivery, yet street food vending
remains, and is unregulated and untaxed.
It is said the biggest stakeholder in private
sector companies is the government. This is
because private companies must pay 30 percent
taxes on profits, contribute to the Green Levy
Fund, pay VAT without knowing when it will
be returned, employ people who pay income
taxes, and so on.
In a time of belt-tightening, the government
has taken the decision to close businesses that
can operate in a safe manner, follow all Covid19 safety protocols, while contributing to the
economy.
There is no way to value life over money.
However, in over a year the Covid-19 cases
have only reached 10,000, which is 0.7 percent
of our population, yet the unemployment figure is probably around 25 percent. This is worrying, and is a major cause for concern.
Also, we are all aware of the crime situation.
As lockdowns continue, criminal activity is
expected to escalate, thus putting the general
public in more danger than the virus itself.
I would like to recommend that the government reopens restaurants and bars to allow
curbside or delivery only, and possibly implement a 6 p.m.-5 a.m. curfew. This will allow for
minimal movement of people to prevent the
spread of the Covid-19 virus, and keep families
fed instead of placing them on the breadline
without offering any aid.
Gordin Dalgliesh, via email.

Dear Editor,
There is no single reason for another surge
of Covid-19 cases in Trinidad and Tobago. For
example, more testing can reveal more cases.
Also, local outbreaks are big enough to push
district tallies higher. But experts think most
of the recent surges are due to the rolling back
of the lockdown by lifting stay-at-home orders,
school and business closures, and other restrictions that were put in place to contain the virus’
spread.
Much like the increase seen shortly after the
General Elections in August due to the congregating, there is now a significant increase
in cases after much gathering over the Easter
vacation. This would represent our third significant surge since the pandemic reached
Trinidad and Tobago.
Authorities have since rolled forward the
lockdown, yet we are still seeing daily rises in
the number of new cases. This is because of
delays in picking up the numbers of the newlyinfected, as there is a latent period of a few
weeks before symptoms are manifested, as well
as the delay between a swab test and reporting
time. Thus, these new cases may have been
contracted about two weeks prior.
We may not necessarily see the effect in the
drop of cases we want to see as a result of the

lockdown until weeks after, provided that this
measure is working like it did post-election
2020.
It seems that just as we see a glimmer of
hope of things returning to normal, things
revert to the worst times of this pandemic. But
we must remember that rolling the lockdown
back or forward will continue to be a dynamic
process, until we achieve the target herd immunity either by vaccination; or, unfortunately, by
becoming infected.
There is no doubt that such measures hinder
activity necessary for economic growth. As
long as this pandemic continues to surge, the
negative economic effect would most certainty
be crippling in the long term.
Thus far we have seen signs of economic shrinkage, as well as a negative effect on
achieving learning goals for children because
of the new format of schooling. This is nothing
new since the last five major pandemics that
have affected humans in the last hundred years
had the same negative consequences.
As this pandemic continues, we will have to
continue striking a balance between the possible large morbidity and mortality of Covid19, and how much economic decline we can
withstand.
Dr Visham Bhimull, via email.

Lockdown, economy need a balance
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In Canada, the statute of limitation protects consumers from lawsuits when their
unsecured debts are not paid in two years. In the event of default, creditors or collection agencies have two years to seek legal action. When debts are sold to collection
agencies, in many instances, the date reported to the credit bureau is the sold date
instead of the actual date from default, and unsuspecting consumers are caught in
the trap.
Debts over two years old are dead, but come alive when a debtor acknowledges
that the money is owing. Amar received a call from a collection agency about an unpaid credit from Sears Canada. The person from the credit bureau said that if Amar
does not pay, the bureau would slap a lien on his house. Amar agreed to settle for
half the outstanding balance. The bureau sent Amar a “settlement letter” for him to
sign. Amar chose not to sign, and was off the hook. Amar’s acknowledgement must
be in writing for it to be valid. Had Amar signed the agreement, the statue of limitation
would have reverted to two years.
Although the statue of limitation is two years for credit, it remains on the bureau
for as long as six years before it is taken off. During this time, some creditors try to
collect because it is still on their radar. The easiest way for them is when someone
acknowledges that they owe the debt, and therefore reset the clock on the statute of
limitations. Sometimes, the collection agencies would try to get one payment from
the debtor and that resets the clock on collection. Never acknowledge debt, and if
threatened by a lawsuit, ask the caller to send proof of the debt. Chances are the
caller will back away.
Ethan was forced into bankruptcy because of a zombie debt he had five years ago.
Ethan was young, carefree, and unemployed then. After university, he found a good
job and started to raise a family. He was unaware of the statute of limitations, and
when the collection agency requested that he send an email, he did, acknowledging
that he had taken the debt and never repaid it. The company refused to settle, and
sued for interest as well. Ethan should have “let sleeping zombies sleep”.
My policy is simple. If I owe, I should repay. However, if I am caught between two
rocks, and my debts are written off by the creditor, I still own the debt, even if the
statute of limitations had passed. My credit score will be lowered, and a low credit
score can prevent me from applying for a mortgage, or renting an apartment. I know
that collection agencies buy debts for as low as two cents to the dollar, and are willing to negotiate a settlement. I prefer a lump sum payment and not monthly because
with monthly, I can restart the clock. By making a settlement, I can rebuild my credit
score.
Jenifer was hounded with calls from the collection agency. She was told that the
calls would stop if she made a $10 payment. The calls did stop, but the statute of
limitation restarted, and she was sued for the balance.
According to Equifax, a credit bureau that tracks the history of borrowers, Canadian debts are on the rise with low interest rates. Interest rates will eventually climb,
and with it, higher delinquency. Collection agencies will have a feeding frenzy.
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How non-traditional agriculture can become fruitful

A

s it strives to revitalise and expand non-traditional
agriculture, it is imperative that the government of
Guyana look at the historical reasons for the failure of
the sector to take off.
The past two national Budgets have placed strong emphasis
on diversifying the production base, but while diversification
is important, it is also necessary to focus on crops in which the
country has a comparative advantage as well as the experience
in cultivating.
The underlying truth is that Guyana’s
focus on non-traditional agriculture has been
on and off the development agenda of various governments for almost five decades. Yet,
success in the sector has largely remained an
illusion, in spite of the fact that the country
has an abundance of natural resources to
sustain the sector.
Rather, limited, albeit short-lived success in specific segments, has been largely overblown, creating the impression of
tremendous strides. As well, gains – whenever realised – have
been largely sporadic, indicating a lack of consistency in production across all segments of the sector.
More important, production in all key sectors has been on a
declining trend since the start of the century. Statistical manipulation would indicate rising production, but analysis of actual
statistics, disregarding changes in base years used in publication
of statistics – indicates otherwise.
Last year, President Irfaan Ali announced that his administration is striving to revitalise the sector on various fronts. He
went so far to say that it is not an unrealistic presumption to
expect that Guyana will once again become “The Food Basket
of the Caribbean” in the very near future.
The truth is, though Guyana has always had the potential to
feed the Caribbean, this expectation has merely been a pipedream since the 1960s.
Ali lamented that during the Dr Cheddi Jagan era of the late
1950s and early 1960s, Guyana was regarded as the bread-basket
of the Caribbean, but the sector was deliberately neglected,
resulting in the reversal of earlier gains that contributed to food
shortages.
The resulting rapid decline in agricultural output led to the
country becoming a net importer of food, as farmers abandoned
agriculture because of punitive policies and a lack of government support.
In fact, during the 1960s, the former PNC administration dramatically slashed budgetary allocations to agriculture,
largely to punish Indian farmers who were primarily supporters
of the PPP. The policy of misaligned budgetary considerations
– relative to the industry’s national importance, continued for
several decades under both the PNC and the PPP/Civic.
It was not until 2005 when the then PPP/Civic government,
under the so-called Jagdeo Initiative, decided to accord agriculture to its rightful place. Then, former President Bharrat Jagdeo
openly advocated the push to agriculture. He opened the doors
to other Caribbean territories to exploit Guyana’s agricultural
resources, with the aim of increasing food insecurity and alleviating poverty in the Caribbean. This initiative met with little
success.

However, ten years after the Jagdeo Initiative, agriculture was
once again neglected under the former APNU+AFC administration, which sought to de-emphasise coastal agriculture in
favour of hinterland-based agriculture. Incidentally, the coastal
belt has historically dominated agricultural production, but has
been prone to flooding, whereas the hinterland region is not.
Yet, in spite of downplaying agriculture, expectations for
non-traditional agriculture among various administrations have
been high. That is, at least in terms of verbal
commitment.
It therefore makes sense for the government to emphasize non-traditional agriculDwarka
ture in spite of the country’s new-found
Lakhan
oil wealth. From a strategic standpoint,
increased output enhances food security, an
issue that is at the forefront in the region. As
well, the potential for exports is high, which has been the key
government objective in its quest to develop the sector.
The sector is also a key source of employment and income for
the rural poor, who depend on
agriculture for their livelihood.
However, the sector’s development hinges on the extent of
government commitment and
the existence of a comprehensive
plan to guide the sector’s growth.
Government commitment – at
least verbally and financially
apparently exists – but planning
is ad hoc. A comprehensive strategic plan that guides the development of the sector is unavailable.
Past experience shows that
there has been weak integration
of implementation efforts, resulting in sporadic ventures that
have engendered limited success. In fact, over time there have
been more failures than successes in a broad spectrum of nontraditional sub sectors.
Plus, the periodic focus on crops in which Guyana does not
have a competitive advantage seems to excite the government, as
well as certain farmers. Rather, the focus should be on products
in which the country has a competitive advantage and experience in producing.
Although Guyana has the physical resources to ensure success in non-traditional agriculture, it would not be prudent to
ignore the reasons for failure.
Output has been affected by the vagaries of weather, diseases and floods, which have led to production shortfalls and
substantial losses by farmers who have become increasingly
disenchanted.
Ironically, the traditional rice sector, which is highly vulnerable to poor weather conditions, has significantly outperformed
all other food crops in recent years – a fact that casts some doubt
over poor weather as being a major contributor to declining
output in the non-traditional agriculture sector.
While the government has been addressing some of the
underlying problems in non-traditional agriculture, the biggest

of them is drainage and irrigation, areas such as transportation,
storage, refrigeration, tertiary roads, supply of inputs like fertilisers and chemicals, credit, research, extension support, and
land ownership rights are other areas that remain critical to the
success of the sector, and which must be addressed with heightened intensity. Arguably, the 2021 Budget sought to address
some of these issues.
The underdevelopment of agro-processing facilities, and the
lack of a pricing mechanism to guarantee minimum prices have
also been shortcomings in the success of the sector – although
the government reiterated plans to support agro-processing in
its 2021 Budget.
Another important problem that affects the development
of non-traditional agriculture is the preference of Guyanese
for foreign goods, which ultimately limits the expansion of
domestic industries. In fact, Guyana’s imported food bill has
risen steadily over the past two decades, indicating that Guyana
cannot meet its own food demand needs, much less those of the
Caribbean.
It is, therefore, necessary for
mechanisms to be put in place
to restrict food imports, and/or
promote local products to support the development of nontraditional agriculture.
In as much as foreign imports
can force local industries to be
competitive, if local industries are
not given some form of protection to develop as part of a feasible business strategy, then they
will not prosper.
Part of the problem is also that
rural Guyanese have been abandoning traditional agriculture in
favour of the more attractive service sector – largely due to
infrastructure, support, and service weaknesses discussed earlier. On the other hand, government expectations that large foreign investors would pick up the slack have not yet materialised.
At the end of the day, venturing into non-traditional agriculture is not only expected to increase food production, but
will also reduce the country’s vulnerability to its traditional
industries, create jobs, and enhance its overall development
prospects.
Serious planning devoid of political rhetoric will no doubt
allow the government to achieve its objectives. Arguably, the
government has made some headway, but production statistics
indicate that it is losing the challenge. Commitment alone will
not support the growth of the sector, but rather a plan that will
guide its development. For now, one has to take a wait-and-see
approach to determine whether the government’s plans will
bear fruits.
Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of the
Canadian Association of Journalists, and an accomplished financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways, Real
World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice, is available
on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be reached at
dlakhan@rogers.com.

Georgetown – Guyana’s oil revenues will be used to close
existing gaps in various sectors, create new opportunities for
the country to become globally competitive, and better the lives
of all Guyanese, President Irfaan Ali said last week. The government also plans to bolster its agriculture sector to make it into a
key player in the regional market, Ali added.
“We have made it very clear that the oil revenue must be
linked to something broader. [It] must be used to… strengthen
existing opportunities in our country, and to open up new
opportunities. New opportunities for investment, new opportunities for economic growth, and new opportunities for social
development,” Ali said.
He said there were gaps within the public system and in the
delivery of key services that required the government’s attention. To get this under control meant the government opening
up more opportunities in Guyana, Ali noted.
He added: “In creating those opportunities, we have to
ensure there is equity, and that there is no widening between
those who have and those who don’t have. The resources have to
be used to close that gap, so healthcare, education, food security,
housing are all areas that are critical in closing that gap. Whilst
we open up new opportunities for ownership of land, farming,
agriculture, realising our potential to become the prime supplier
of food regionally.”
Ali said oil revenues will also be directed to create a strong
energy mix and so enable a ripple effect in the manufacturing
and services industries. With lower costs, Guyana can be glob-

“On February 5, 2021, 997,420 barrels of oil were lifted from
ally competitive in marketing local products, he said.
“We have to look at investments to create the energy mix that Liza Destiny with a value of (US) $61 million with a grand total
would not only satisfy our local demand, but that will be part of to date of 5,009,797 barrels of oil worth (US) $246.5 million.
the energy corridor that is currently being discussed along the Inclusive of royalties, the total in the NRF Account now stands
at (US) $267.6 million,” a government release
Guyana Shield. Then we have to look at how
said.
we’re going to use the resources to open up
So far, Guyana received a first payment
new opportunities in manufacturing, industrial development just to bring down the cost
of (US) $54.9 million for an oil lift dated
February 19, 2020. Guyana’s second lift on
of energy, lower the cost of production, lower
May 21, 2020, was valued at (US) $35 million.
the cost of finished goods, so that we can be
The third lift on August 9, 2020, was valued
globally competitive,” he declared.
at (US) $46 million, while the fourth was on
Keeping with the goal of creating a producDecember 9, 2020, and weighed in at (US)
tive workforce, Ali said his government fore$49.4 million.
sees improved infrastructure to rid the current
The Stabroek Block offshore Guyana is
traffic woes in the country. In recent years, the
6.6 million acres (26,800 square kilometres).
coastal corridor has been plagued with vehicuExxonMobil affiliate Esso Exploration and
lar traffic during peak hours – a loss of both
Production Guyana Limited is its operator,
time and money.
and holds 45 percent interest in the block.
“Of course, then we have our national infraIrfaan Ali
structure. We cannot continue losing thouHess Guyana Exploration Ltd holds 30 percent
sands of manhours every day in traffic. We have to understand interest; CNOOC Petroleum Guyana Limited, a wholly-owned
that our country is growing, that the need for infrastructure is subsidiary of CNOOC Limited, holds 25 percent interest.
expanding, so these are areas that we have to target,” he said.
So far, Exxon has made 19 oil discoveries offshore Guyana
The government confirmed Guyana in March this year that that have been credited as a major source of cash flow for the
it received payment for its fifth oil lift, which was deposited company.
directly into the country’s Natural Resource Fund at the New
Late last month, it was announced that more oil was discovYork Federal Reserve Bank.
ered in Exxon’s Uaru-2 well.

Oil revenues to target opportunities at home & abroad – Ali
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COVID-19 PANDEMIC

India a civilisation wounded by surging Covid-19 infections
From Page 1
average at 3,509, down from 3,887 last week.
According to reports earlier this week from provincial health
officials, 25 more people died due to Covid-19. In total, Ontario
has seen 8,143 Covid-19-related deaths.
As of yesterday, there were more than 2,167 people hospitalised from Covid-19, with at least 886 as patients in intensive
care, and 609 breathing with the assistance of a ventilator. Total
lab-confirmed cases in Ontario stood at 476,692 yesterday.
According to a CBC report, in a letter sent to hospital CEOs,
Andrew Baker, incident commander of the Ontario Critical
Care Covid-19 Command Centre, indicated that projections
from the province’s science advisory table was “very concerning”, although the estimated number of ICU patients due to
COVID-19 was lower than estimated two weeks ago.
Said Baker: “I also wanted to share with you and your teams
that we are increasingly confident that we will not need to activate the Emergency Standard of Care, or recommend the use of
the Triage Protocol.”
As CBC noted, activating a triage is difficult and a dilemma
for health-care providers who must decide which patient
receives potentially life-saving care, and who does not.
However, it was a grim picture in Alberta, which
now has the highest case rate in all of Canada.
Yesterday, the province reported 1,743 new confirmed Covid-19 infections, for a total of 23,623
active cases, the highest total since the pandemic
started more than a year ago, CBC also reported.
Testing in Alberta detected 876 more cases of
variants, for a total of 14,728 active variant cases,
more than 62 percent of all active cases in that province. There were 671 patients in hospital on Tuesday that
included 150 in intensive care. Alberta also reported nine more
fatalities, bringing its pandemic death toll to 2,099.
Internationally, it was a grimmer picture in India, with CNN
reporting yesterday that the number of coronavirus cases in
India had crossed the 20 million mark. The figures were based
on those released by India’s Health Ministry.
Yesterday, India’s Health Ministry also reported 357,229 new
Covid-19 cases, which took its total number of diagnoses over
the 20 million threshold to 20,282,833 cases. India also reported
3,449 virus-related deaths. So far, at least 222,408 people in the

country have died after contracting Covid-19, CNN reported.
Meanwhile, India has administered 158,932,921 vaccine
doses since January 16. On Saturday, the program was expanded
to include everyone over the age of 18.
Dr Rambihar said India remained a troubling development,
and in an invocation of the writings by V.S. Naipaul, he noted it
was now an “Area of Darkness”.
Said Dr Rambihar: “People are struggling for survival, with
unimaginable heart-rending stories of people and a nation; it is
now also a wounded civilisation.”
He added, “The metaphors fail to describe the reality of what
we see daily, depicted in stark and graphic detail in the numbers,
and images, and stories on the news. What happens in India and
elsewhere will also impact us in our interconnected world.”

He likened the second wave surging through India to a tsunami barelling its way ashore.
“You only know for sure, in retrospect, what was right to do
– and now we know what India did recently that was wrong to
cause this tragedy. They let the virus out again; when they had
it under control,” he said.
Dr Rambihar added, “We can stop India happening here and
across the diaspora. We must heed the advice of public health
and our scientists, to turn this around, and start the gradual
return to normal, which will come sooner if we do the right
things. We cannot let our guard down now. We have to stay the
course, do the things we know work to stop the virus, and find
ways to enjoy our lives safely, and keep connected as a community while we wait.”

From Page 1
not be done.”
Rowley also revealed he had received a call from Jamaica
Prime Minister Andrew Holness, who gave him prior notice
“as a courtesy” his country was going to place Trinidad
and Tobago on the restriction list of countries barring
nationals from entering Jamaica. Holness said the
move was largely due to keep out the Brazilian variant, which is now present in Trinidad and Tobago.
It was mayhem in May, with the Trinidad and
Tobago media reporting 16 deaths in the first five
days of this month. Six new deaths were reported
yesterday by the Ministry of Health, the secondhighest death toll in one day since the pandemic started.
April recorded 27 Covid-19 deaths and 2,798 cases. In the
first four days of this month 882 cases were recorded.
So far in 2021, Trinidad and Tobago has recorded more than
half the number of total cases than in 2020, and almost half
the number of deaths from last year. A total of 127 deaths and
7,150 cases had been recorded at the end of 2020. For 2021 so
far, there have been 4,256 new cases and 58 deaths. The health
ministry reported 235 new cases of the virus yesterday.
Meanwhile, three more Covid-19 deaths were reported in
Guyana yesterday. With persons continuing to lose their lives
to the disease at a rapid pace, these latest deaths took fatalities

for May up to eight so far. There were 65 fatalities in April.
Also, yesterday a total of 92 new Covid-19 cases were detected
from 537 tests conducted in the last 24 hours. Latest statistics
provided by the Health Ministry revealed the total number of
confirmed cases in Guyana standing at 13,656, with 6855 males,
and 6801 females infected.
Also on Monday, Jamaica’s PM Holness announced the
extension of several Covid-19 containment measures, while
asking Jamaicans to bear with the government as it moves to
contain infections and hospitalisations. Holness said the Covid19 protocols were extended for another four weeks.
This week Jamaica saw a major decrease in new Covid-19
infections, with its Ministry of Health and Wellness reporting
48 new cases on Monday that took the total up to 46,087. Active
cases now stand at 23,307, with a positivity rate of 8.5 percent.
Three new fatalities were recorded on Monday, pushing the total
up to 793.
Barbados reported one death yesterday at its Harrison Point
Isolation Facility, bringing the total number of fatalities to
45. Three new positive cases of Covid-19 infections were also
reported. At this time, there are currently 81 people in isolation,
with confirmed cases since March 2020 at 3,884.
Under its National Vaccination Programme, Barbados has
reported 75,006 shots administered. To date, 19,985 persons
have been fully vaccinated against Covid-19.

Covid-19 fatalities moving upwards in Guyana
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MEMORIAM PROFILE

Full of spirit, resilient, Rev Ken was dedicated to family, church
Reverend Kenrick Keshwah
July 2, 1922 – September 26, 2020
By Martin Latchana
magine a man who drove a truck in Trinidad, nearly
striking a young lady darting across the road, later located
her, met her family, courted, got married, migrated to
Canada, worked hard, retired, and then attended University at
age 65. And became a Presbyterian minister.
I lost a friend when Reverend Kenrick Keshwah passed
away here in Toronto on September 26, 2020 in his 99th year.
An engaging, humble man, I have always described him as
folksy.
Flashback to my York University days, and my friend Luna
Keshwah; back then, I had no idea I would get to know her
family in later years, as we lost contact after graduation.
Around 1995, invited by other friends to attend a service
at Patterson Presbyterian Church, I met familiar faces: Theo
Prema and his wife Mavis. Theo’s family had lived on our old
street at Albion, Guyana. Patterson Presbyterian was a diverse
congregation, including Indo- and Afro-Caribbeans.
The Minister was one Reverend Kenrick Keshwah, and as
it turns out, he was the father of Luna. Subsequently, Luna’s
brother John, his wife Sandra (and her family), and their
children are valued friends to this day.
Remarkably, Ken Keshwah was born around the same time
when St David’s United Church (demolished for condos),
which is close by at Harvie and St Clair Avenue West,
became the first church in Canada to vote to either become
part of the United Church, or remain Presbyterian. Several
members departed and continued as Presbyterians, erecting
the Patterson church on Harvie Avenue, near the Keshwahs’
home on Nairn Avenue. Visitors to Patterson Presbyterian
would have observed photos over past decades showing a
packed church, with a congregation reflecting an Anglo-Saxon
Toronto.
With declining congregations today, thankfully the building
is now occupied by another Christian denomination and was
not demolished, which has been the unfortunate fate of many
Protestant churches in Toronto.
Born to Bachia and John Keshwah on July 2, 1922 in
Central Village, Santa Cruz (on the way to Maracas) in
Trinidad, Kenrick Keshwah grew up with his nine siblings:
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Nathaniel, Beatrice, Eutrice, Loney, Rosie, Myra, Josephine,
from the company, Givaudan Stuart after 28 years, Kenrick
Lenny, and Yulah, who are all now deceased.
Keshwah soon enrolled at York University, and subsequently at
During his years in Trinidad, he worked at a day-job
Knox College at the University of Toronto.
from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., six days a week at the (storied)
He was ordained at age 70 as a Presbyterian Minister,
Stollmeyers’ family import and export company; for his
fulfilling his life-long dream. Along with Reverend Dr Nora
evening job, he drove a taxi. With his Dad’s passing, and with
Gorham, they were the first to start a joint ministry in
siblings and Mom dependent on
Toronto. After a second fitting
him, he declined a scholarship
career, he retired at age 85. His
to attend university in Scranton,
son John recounts during many
Pennsylvania, an area closely tied to
trips to Trinidad, “Pa” preached
US President Joe Biden.
at Presbyterian churches across
Ken and Polly were blessed with
the country, including those at
seven children: Kenneth (Ken),
Santa Cruz, Curepe, San Juan,
Alex (deceased 2020), John, Alice,
Woodbrook, and at Aramalaya in
Elizabeth, Zita, and of course, Luna.
Tunapuna, and Susamachar in San
Fortunately, I have known all of
Fernando.
them, except Ken, who lives with
In his final years, Luna took
his family in Ottawa.
excellent care of him after he sold
Reverend and Mrs Keshwah
the family home on Nairn to live
had a vision for higher education
with her.
for the family, and thus made the
“Papa was a lover of Ferraro
bold move to migrate to Toronto,
chocolates and macadamia
Canada, and eventually into a home
cookies. No matter what was going
on Nairn Avenue, in the west end of
on in my life, I always felt such
the City of Toronto.
peace, and a great sense of security
I visited that cozy abode several
being with him; he was also a
times, especially around Christmas
fashionista,” she recalls.
for family occasions. On a visit
Revered Kenrick Keshwah
one night, I turned the knob to the
passed in his 99th year. His
wrong home on Nairn Avenue, only
family continues to reflect on
to be greeted by friendly Italian
what would have been the 68th
folks. I stammered my way out.
wedding anniversary of “Papa &
Reverend Ken Keshwah
Sadly, I never knew Mrs
Mama”. When he departed, he was
Keshwah, as she had passed away suddenly while the Reverend grandpa to 17 grandchildren, and great grandpa to six great
was driving; they were married for 41 years. Photographs in
grandchildren.
their home revealed a beautiful lady surrounded by a beaming
Full of spirit and resilience, and dedicated to family, church,
family. Love and devotion to his wife, seven children, and
and friends, honest and humble, one could engage him on
relatives were paramount; the entire clan attended Patterson
any topic; he was quick to offer a prayer when needed. It is
Presbyterian, and when I worshiped there on several occasions, fitting that Candace Bahadoor, the eldest child of John and
many of the voices in the choir raised in praise were Keswahs’.
Sandra Keshwah, is following in her grandfather’s footsteps,
All seven of the children have been well-educated in
graduating this month at Knox College Presbyterian at the
Canada, and are university graduates. Retiring in 1987 at 65
University of Toronto.
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CARIBBEAN ISLAND
FOOD MARKET

Tel: (416) 746-1592
3432 Weston Rd
(South of Finch)

Tel: 416-901-7797
WESTWOOD
SUPERMARKET

680 Rexdale Blvd, Suite 12
(at Humberwood Blvd)

Specializing In All West Indian Groceries, Tropical Fruits & Vegetables, Guyanese and Caribbean Fishes &
Seafoods, Halal Chicken, Ducks & Meats, Fresh Breads & Pastries, Spices & Condiments, Health & Medicinal
Products, West Indian Drinks & Juices, Snacks & Confectionery, Dried Canned & Packaged Foods, Soaps &
Cleaning Supplies, Body Care Products, Hindu Religious Supplies... and Much Much More.

Eid Mubarak to the
Muslim Community

ALL MEAT HALAL • NUF NUF IN-STORE SPECIALS • SPECIALS TO MAY 18, 2021
BEEF STEAK

WHOLE FROZEN
MUTTON LEG

$379 lb

$599 lb

GUYANA HASSAR

FRESHLY FROZEN
WHOLE GREY SNAPPER

$599 LB

$599 lb

CLEANED • SCALED • GUTTED

GOUDAS YELLOW
SPLIT PEAS

MR GOUDAS RICE

GUYANA PRIDE
VERMICELLI

CHAMPION CHOW MEIN

$799 Lge bag

$999

$129 each

3/$499

CRIX/DIXIE CRACKERS

DASHEEN LEAVES

LARGE CARDBOARD
BARRELS

Low Price

Available

$1500

GLORIA CONDENSED
BEVERAGE WHITENER

2/$300

BORA, SEIM, WIRI WIRI & PIMENTO PEPPERS,
BAIGAN, EDDOES, DASHEEN LEAVES, ETC.

FISHES
Arriving Every Tuesday & Thursday from Guyana & Trinidad

Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly
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INDIAN ARRIVAL DAY

How Indo-Guyanese lost their ancestral language
By Harry Hergash
etween 1838 and 1917 around 240,000 Indian
immigrants were recruited and brought to British
Guiana, now Guyana, under the Indentureship scheme
to provide manual labour on the sugar plantations of the then
British colony. Today their descendants, accounting for about
40 percent of the population, comprise the largest ethnic group
in the country, and can be found in every strata of society,
including some of the highest political offices in the land.
Over the years they have maintained various aspects of
their ancestral culture. However, with increasing creolisation
and Anglicisation of successive generations as they strove for
upward mobility and social acceptance in the society, their
ancestral language as a spoken language has been abandoned.
In recognition of May 5, 2021 as the 183rd anniversary of
Indian Arrival, this article looks at the loss of the ancestral
language as a spoken language of Indo-Guyanese.
The loss of language is noted in a paper captioned, ‘Hindi in
Guyana (A Journal of the Mahatma Gandhi International Hindi
University, Vol. 4, 2009)’ by Professor Satishkumar Rohra, a
former lecturer in Hindi at the University of Guyana.
In this paper he states: “In the long period of one and half
century their (Indo-Guyanese) interaction with other races has
also increased but even today due to their food habits, family
relations, social system, social belief and cultural assumptions
they are Indians. One is pained for just one thing that the
inheritance of language has slipped away from their hands.
That is why while walking in many parts of Guyana one realises
that it is an India outside India at the same time it pains to
learn that from the point of view of language Guyana is a dumb
India. In Guyana there are many places where people of Indian
origin constitute 90-95 percent of the population, but even at
these places people converse in Creole, and one rarely hears
Hindi sentences from the mouth of some very old person.”
Surendra Kumar Gambhir, possibly the only academic who
has studied the ancestral language of Indo-Guyanese, in his
doctoral dissertation for the University of Pennsylvania in
1981, provides a listing of the dialects of the Indian Indentured
immigrants to Guyana. He states that the lingua franca of the
first immigrants from India to Guyana (the hill coolies) was a
form of Bhojpuri. He mentions that during the period 18421871, more than 73 percent of the immigrants came from areas
where the languages spoken were Maithili, Magahi, Bhojpuri,
Avadhi, and several western dialects.
For the period 1875-1916, he notes that a large number of
speakers of Bhojpuri, Avadhi, Maithili, Magahi, Kannauji, Braj,
Bundel, and Khari Boli (Old Hindi) came to Guyana. In the
last period, he observed that 8.3 percent of the immigrants
came from various parts like Bengal, Panjab, Native States like
Nepal, Central India, Central Provinces, Bombay and Madras,
and adds that others immigrating to British Guiana included
speakers of Bengali, Assamese, Oriya, Rajasthani, Nepali,
Panjabi, Marathi, Tamil, Telugu and perhaps a few other.
Most of the dialects listed by Gambhir are part of a dialect
continuum, “a spread of language varieties spoken across some
geographical area such that neighbouring varieties differ only
slightly, but the differences accumulate over distance so that
widely separated varieties may not be mutually intelligible”.
In addition, they come from a region known as the ‘Hindi
Belt’ of India, described as “a linguistic region encompassing
parts of northern, central, eastern and western India where
various Central Indo-Aryan languages subsumed under the
term ‘Hindi’ are spoken”.
According to Gambhir, over time in their new environment,
with speakers of different dialects living together in the
isolation of the plantation, linguistic adjustments occurred. A
process of amalgamation and homogenisation took place, in
which a levelled form of Bhojpuri emerged as the dominant
dialect which he termed ‘Guyanese Bhojpuri’. This became
the lingua franca of the immigrants and their descendants.
However, he noted too that the immigrants and their early
descendants referred to their language as Hindustani.
In his 1883 book, The Colony of British Guyana, Reverend
H.P.V. Bronkhurst states, “The Hindustani, so called, is spoken
by almost all the natives, in addition to their own native
or caste languages, in the Northern and Central Provinces
of Hindustan... In fact, although properly the language of
the North-West, it passes current (like French in Europe)
throughout Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta.”
Also, B. Mallikarjun, writing in Language of India, Vol. 4,
2004, notes, “Linguistic Survey of India (referring to George
Grierson’s Linguistic Survey of India concluded in the early part
of the twentieth century) speaks eloquently about Hindustani
as an important dialect and a ‘lingua franca’ of the greater part
of India, spoken and understood over the whole of the Indian
Peninsula”.
Consequently, there should be no doubt that, either because
of dialect continuum or through Hindustani, most of the
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oday is Indian Arrival Day in Guyana, the nation
records, the first man who stepped onto Guyanese soil on
marking the 183rd anniversary of the arrival of the
unsteady sea-legs occurred in Berbice, and was performed
first East Indians to its shores. The journey of our
by Anant Ram in Demerara.
diaspora began in 1838, when an Order in Council was
Sixteen days later, the Whitby was followed in its seapassed in Britain on July 12 that year making it legal for
tracks by the Hesperus, which set sail on January 29, 1838.
immigrants from India to travel to Guyana as Indentured
On board were 165 Jahaji, who arrived at Port Georgetown
labourers for a term of five years.
late in the night on May 5, 1838, hours later in the wake of
The journey began on January 13, 1838, when the vessel
the Whitby. According to the historical data, 13 passengers
the Whitby set sail
perished during its
with 249 immigrants
voyage, including
on board. It arrived
two souls who fell
in Guyana on May 5,
overboard, and were
1838, the sea-voyage
lost at sea. Out of the
taking 112 days. It
152 immigrants on
was a difficult trip
board the Hesperus,
that saw five Jahaji
135 were men,
dying on board.
six were women,
Then, souls that
and there were 11
perished en route
children.
were buried at sea.
In the ensuing
Upon arrival, the
years, the sailing
Whitby proceeded
ship, Lord Hunger,
first to Berbice,
left Calcutta on
The sailing vessel, Hesperus.
landing 164 of its
January 26, 1845
passengers at East Bank Berbice, nearly 12 miles from New
with 162 passengers on board. It ship arrived in Georgetown
Amsterdam; the disembarked labourers were recruited by
on May 4, 1845, losing ten souls during the journey. Lord
the Highbury and
Hunger was followed
Waterloo plantations.
by the Success, which
ccording to Wikipedia, the Whitby was a threeLater, the Whitby
arrived in Guyana on
masted, square-rigger that was launched in 1837.
returned to VreedJuly 21, 1845, with
Registered in London, it made voyages to India,
en-hoop, West
231 passengers, losing
British Guiana, Australia, and New Zealand. It was origiDemerara, where
14 souls en route.
nally built for the London-Calcutta route, and sailed to
it landed 80 of its
The Nester arrived on
India in May 1837, arriving at Kedgeree, Bengal, on 12
passengers, who
Boxing Day, 1845, with
November. It arrived in British Guiana on May 5, 1838,
were then taken
233 on board, along
bringing Indentured labourers for Gillanders, Abuthnot
to the Belle Vue
with a cargo of 500
and Company. The ship was lost on Tory Shoal at
Estate. According
bags of rice.
Kaipara on the north western side of the North Island of
to the records, out
February 2, 1846
New Zealand on April 24, 1853, with its crew surviving.
of the 244 surviving
onwards, and the years
passengers that
ahead saw the sailing
arrived on the Whitby, 233 were men, with five women, and of the Manchester; the Thetis; the Tamerlane; the Martin
six children.
Luther; the Troy; the John Wickliffe; the Bussorary Merchant;
There is no record available yet that documents who
the Aurora; and the Lady Mekennaway, with the SS Ganges
was the first woman to leave the Whitby, and so who took
docking in Georgetown on April 18, 1917.
the first small step for East Indians, and the giant leap for
In the passage of those 79 years, 238,979 Indentured
the diaspora in the Caribbean. However, according to the
labourers left India for Guyana.
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immigrants were able to communicate with one another.
The loss of ancestral languages/dialects commenced decades
before the end of Indian immigration. In his 1962 book, British
Guiana, social anthropologist, Professor Raymond Smith, who
did extensive research in Guyana, and published several papers
on Indo-Guyanese cultural practices, wrote: “In 1917 the
system of organised immigration ceased, and after that time
very few people entered the country from India. Even during
the nineteenth century there had been a marked tendency for
Indian languages to be replaced by the Guianese lower-class
dialect of English, and now this process was accelerated until
today (1962) Indian languages are practically never used except
on ritual occasions when they are about as widely understood
as Latin is among Roman Catholics in England.”
Some of the factors that contributed to the loss are discussed
below.
Indian Bhojpuri, which forms the base of the standardised
dialect, Guyanese Bhojpuri/Hindustani, was an oral language.
In correspondence with this writer, an Indo-Guyanese born
in 1912, and who qualified in the 1920s as an Indian language
translator for the Immigration department, stated that, “Hindi
was studied for the translators’ examination because it was a
language, written and spoken. Bhojpuri was not considered
a language. It had to be learned by contact with its speakers.
As long as new emigrants from India were coming into the
country during the indentureship period, there was a constant
supply of speakers to keep it alive. With the termination of the
indentureship programme, the source of renewal ceased.”
The above explanation of the cessation of renewal being
responsible for the loss of language does not reconcile with
known facts. Cessation of renewal also occurred in Suriname
around the same time period as in Guyana, yet IndianSurinamese have continued to speak Surinamese Hindustani to
this day.
One explanation that has been offered for the difference
between Suriname and Guyana is that Dutch colonial policy
encouraged the maintenance of language by the Indian
Immigrants, because they were British subjects and they and
their children were expected to return to India where the
children had to be assimilated.

In the case of Guyana, the British colonial policy was geared
to settle the immigrants in the country to provide a readily
available supply of cheap labour for the sugar plantations.
Thus, language maintenance would have been a hindrance to
integration.
Another view is that the British were more supportive of
conversion of the Indians to Christianity than the Dutch.
Maintenance of language by the Indian immigrants in Guyana
was a barrier to Indian conversion and could not be supported.
During the period of Indentureship, upon entry into the
colony, the immigrants came into contact with an existing oral
language, Creolese, that was already established as the lingua
franca of the majority. While in the seclusion of their own
community, intra-group communication in their native dialect
presented no problem.
However, it would have been a major barrier for
communication in the wider community. Since functioning
in the wider society was dependent on knowing Creolese for
a start, there was an incentive for the immigrants to learn this
new language. As for their children, there was no tangible
benefit of the ancestral language, which then was gradually
abandoned by successive generations.
Another key factor for the loss was the stigma attached to
what was termed “coolie culture”. In the colony, the Indian
immigrants started out at the bottom of the established social
hierarchy. “Coolie culture”, referring to their speech, dress,
food, and religion, was looked down upon, and a barrier
to upward mobility in the society where English customs,
language, and the Christian religion were the accepted norms.
Thus, successive generations of children of Indian
immigrants, seeing no significant incentive for retaining their
ancestral language, and in fact being ridiculed for doing so,
were not keen to learn or perpetuate it.
Rohra concludes: “[To] restore a language which has become
out of use is a difficult task that cannot be accomplished
without support of government. Maintaining Hindi as a
cultural language is not a very difficult work. Although when
it comes to be judged in its practical use in Guyana, Hindi
has been reduced to zero yet one can realise very naturally the
atmosphere for Hindi.”
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Guided early by her parents, Dr Haynes continues to excel
PROFILE
By Dhanpaul Narine
r Lilith Haynes has a resume that is a mile long,
and when you to get to the end of it, you realise
that it does not do her justice. She has excelled in
academia, taught as a distinguished professor, traveled and
lectured, consulted, attended numerous conferences, published
widely, and has received countless awards and honours. But
throughout it all, this remarkable scholar has retained the
common touch, because the thankful and humble will see the
gates of heaven!
In a wonderful career, Dr Haynes has always put the welfare
of her students first, and the relationships have endured. She
is guided by the lessons from
her early life. Her parents
cared and inspired, and
instilled in her a work ethic
that she carried to places far
and wide.
Lilith Haynes was born
in Pike Street, in Kitty,
Georgetown, Guyana. Her
mom was Lucille Sobryan,
and her dad was Oscar
Haynes. Lilith also has a
brother Ian, known as Peter.
Lucille attended Bishop’s
High School and was a nurse
midwife, while her husband
Oscar was a tailor.
Lilith went to Ms Nichols
Kindergarten School when
she was three years old,
and then to the Moravian
School in Anira Street. She
matriculated to Bishop’s High
School, on a scholarship.
Oscar Haynes, wife Lucille,
Lilith was determined to
do well. She took a liking for Ian and the enquiring Lilith
languages. After her graduation in 1963, she went to Barbados,
and started her studies at the Cave Hill Campus, thanks to the
generosity of her grandmother, Irene Sobryan.
Lilith did well at Cave Hill where she excelled in languages.
She graduated with honours in French and Spanish, with
Latin. As a result, she was offered a scholarship to study at

Mona, in Jamaica, where she branched out into linguistics.
published extensively, and consulted with a number of
In 1969, she was awarded her Masters’ Degree in Linguistics,
international agencies. Lilith also received many awards and
based on her research of ‘Local Names of Plants in Guyana: A
honours for her outstanding contribution to scholarship.
Linguistic and Ethnobotanical Study.’
These awards were from the University of the West Indies,
In 1970, Lilith went on a scholarship to the prestigious
the Linguistic Society of America, Stanford University, World
Stanford University to read for her doctorate. She looked at
University Service of Canada, the Guyana Tri-State Alliance,
language in Barbados and Guyana, comparing their language
New Mexico State University, and others. The years 1991
attitudes and behaviors. In 1973, she earned her PhD in
to 1993 saw her at Babson College in Massachusetts, where
Linguistics, and that made her one of the
she continued to work
few persons in the Caribbean to have earned
in language proficiency
such a degree in this field of study.
programs.
The world of employment beckoned,
Lilith’s contributions
and Lilith found herself teaching at New
and reputation did not go
Mexico State University.
unnoticed.
She was a member of the
She said: “One day, my
Graduate faculty and rose
phone rang. It was Harvard
to be the Chairperson in
University. They wanted
the Interdepartmental
me to run their language
Committee on Linguistics.
program. I interviewed with
In 1976, she was hired
them, and I was to spend the
to work for the Ford
next 22 years at Harvard.”
Foundation. Lilith was
It was a fulfilling
stationed at the Regional
experience to combine
Office in Egypt, where
administration with
she managed programs
teaching at one of the
in language research and
world’s leading universities.
teaching, in Egypt, Jordan,
Lilith’s two children, Lindi
Lebanon, Sudan, and
and Alexander, have also
Tunisia.
excelled. They are proud of
Her tour of duty lasted
their mother, and she speaks
for three years, and in 1979
highly of them.
Lilith was hired to teach
In her many travels, Lilith
Dr. Lilith Haynes, at a program to honour singles out Egypt as one of
English, Sociology, and
her at Harvard University
Anthropology at Carleton
her favourite places because
College in Minnesota, as a Distinguished
of the warmth of the people and the sense of history that the
Visiting Professor.
country possesses.
A 13-year stint from 1981 to 1994
As she looks back on a long, rich, and fruitful career, Lilith
& children
saw her teaching at the Universitat
thanks all that have crossed her path, and made her journey
Gesamthochschule Essen in Germany; while
memorable and rewarding. Her parents, her children, and her
on a year’s leave, she went to the University of Delaware, where former boss, Guillaume deSpoelberch, feature highly on her
she taught ‘Sociolinguistic Theory and Language and the Black list.
Experience’.
Lilith’s contribution to scholarship is immense. She is a
By this time, Lilith’s reputation and academic excellence had teacher’s teacher that continues to inspire, and we can’t wait for
reached stellar levels. She had taught and developed courses in
the autobiography to read it all.
linguistics, attended numerous workshops, and conferences,
We wish her, and her family, all the best in the future.

By Haimnauth Ramkirath
very famous former Indian Test batsman and now
cricket commentator remarked that he would always
go out to bat with a new handkerchief in his pocket.
Earlier this year in a Test series with Australia, a young rising
Indian batsman carried a red towel in his pocket for all the
world to see. You see he made good
runs in domestic cricket while having
a red handkerchief in his pocket. I
guess that for the rest of his career he
would have a steady reserve of red
handkerchiefs and red towels.
India is the world’s leader in IT,
but superstitions reign supreme over
the hearts and minds of its teeming
population, both highly educated and
uneducated. And it’s not only Indians.
People from different traditions and
cultures are steeped into superstitions,
astrology, and numerology.
Any reasonable person would
conclude that it was the talent and
skills of the batsman that accounted
for his success, and not the colour
of the handkerchief in his pocket,
be it red, white, black, or blue. What
positive correlation can there be
Haimnauth
between the colour of the handkerchief
you carry in your pocket and the runs you score?
It is almost laughable and ridiculous, yet many would swear
otherwise. Many would say that it brought “good luck”. But
it was the hard work, skill, and talent that brought the “good
luck”, and not the colour of the handkerchief.
When erroneous ideas like the above are carried in the
mind, it’s not far from the blind acceptance of outrageous
and dark superstitions. And this is the very antithesis of
fearlessness and courage, which are the essential ingredients
for the growth and flowering of the human mind and spirit.
When we are sick, many would consult with the pandit.

Very often he would diagnose that we are under a bad
influence from a planet or configuration of planets, and that
we have a “graw” which can only be removed by a specific puja
or ritual to pacify that planet or configuration of planets.
Oh! how quickly the planets are blamed for all our pains
and ills. And Saturn [Shani] is particularly singled out for most
of the blame. Why would the planets
vent their wrath on Hindus only?
Why are the French, the English, or
the Swedish not visited also with their
wrath?
Do you think that the planets
would be so capricious as to hurl ills
and afflictions upon Hindus only, but
would leave others free from the fire
of their anger? The planets never act
capriciously.
The planets [Grahas] themselves are
under the jurisdictional authority of
that Supreme Power whose effulgence
illuminates the countless universes and
galaxies. And since they shine with
the all-pervading brilliance of that
Supreme Light, which is all auspicious
and beneficent, then the planets
themselves cannot be the cause of any
bad or harmful influences.
Ramkirath
When we ourselves are the proximate
and direct cause of most of our ills and afflictions, please do
not blame the planets. And no planetary configuration or
alignment can be the cause of any harm or distress unless we
believe it to be so.
How can the human being, who has the effulgence of a
million stars in his or her heart be so weak and so susceptible
to the whims of the planets?
These false ideas which are firmly grounded in astrology
and numerology are totally rejected in the greatest works of
theology and philosophy such as the Bhagavad Gita and the
Upanishads.
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Free our minds & hearts from astrology, superstitions

A
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Only a mind and a heart that is totally free from all forms of
superstitions, and fears can walk on the path of the sun. Even
in our worship of The Sweet Lord, we infuse so much fear and
false notions. The flowers must be of a particular scent and
colour, and the exact leaves or puja materials must be there,
or the wrath of the Lord would quickly follow. And thus, we
bring The Sweet Lord to our own level, and we see darkness
in the all-effulgent sun. When all flowers, all leaves flow from
nature, why would any be rejected? Why should black be an
inauspicious colour, and bright red be an auspicious one? Why
this nonsense when Mother Earth blooms with all colours?
Some years ago, I returned from a cremation to the house of
the deceased. I saw a bucket of water placed on one of the steps
to the house. I refused to sprinkle the water in that bucket on
my body.
An elder woman there sternly rebuked me. She said that
by sprinkling that water on my body I would be protected
from the spirit of the deceased. I fearlessly told her that we’re
all protected by the Light within, and that her idea should be
immediately cremated.
Yes, we need to cremate all superstitions, and ideas coming
from false astrology and numerology, and ideas from the conmen and con-women, who peddle their blighted merchandise
to the public.
And do not think that superstitions emanate only from old
folks’ talk. They come from the halls of the sophisticated and
educated, from the mouths of priests, pandits, and orators, and
even from the lips of those steeped in the knowledge of the
scriptures. Superstitions and false beliefs have an intractable
hold on the human mind. Blessed are those who can free
themselves from their thousand-headed tentacles.
Haimnauth Ramkirath was born in Guyana, & is the author
of For A Troubled World, Rhythms of Ease & Wonder, At
Ease Like The Blooming Lotus, & Unsung Verses. As a poet
his themes focus on a love for nature & life in its complexity,
mystery, & glory. He moved to the US in 1991 after close to a
decade of teaching in Guyana. He practices meditation, yoga,
& Ayurvedic healing, is a motivational speaker, & a vigorous
campaigner for social justice & equality.
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George Floyd: There is still a long way to go
By Dhanpaul Narine
day black Americans face discrimination, and they are treated
onovan Richards, Queens Borough President, told a
unequally. She echoed the call for more to be done.
group of media representatives he was sorry about
Assembly Member David Weprin said that it was important
the tragedy that befell George Floyd. He said he
that we work together for justice, and noted that a diverse jury
was not able to fully take in the
gave the verdict.
verdict from the case. It has been
Councilmember Jimmy Van
an emotional roller-coaster for him
Bramer said that he wanted to make
and the nation. There has been over
sure that his District stands united
a century of “racism and lynchings.
with the rest of the community to root
We look back to that history and the
out racism.
injustices that followed,” according
Deputy Borough President Rhonda
to Richards. The Borough President
Binda stated that George Floyd should
said while he was happy with the
have been accorded the rights under
Floyd verdict, and the accountability,
the law. She assured the community
the image of the knee on the neck
that under the leadership of Donovan
will last for a long time.
Richards, Borough Hall is fighting for
The media event took place at the
life and liberty for all. The Borough
Helen Marshall Center, and the aim
President thanked all for their
was to bring the community up to
participation, and there were nine
date about the George Floyd verdict.
minutes and twenty seconds of silence
Richards said that it was sad what
for George Floyd and his family.
happened to George Floyd, and that Assembly Member Jennifer Rajkumar
Overall, the function was
calls for an end to discrimination
justice was not served in its totality.
appropriate and to the point. The
There is still a long way to go. He referred to the case of Sean
tone was solemn, as befitted the occasion. There is an air of
Bell, and the long list of many Black men who suffered at the
optimism in Borough Hall. The President, Donovan Richards,
hands of law enforcement.
is a young man that listens. He follows in the tradition of
“We have witnessed injustice after injustice; we have felt
Claire Schulman, Helen Marshall, and Melinda Katz.
devalued; and while the verdict was
The choice of Rhonda Binda as
a step in the right direction, let us
Deputy Borough President is an
be reminded that there is more to
imaginative one as she will work
be done. We need to see a budget
to bring communities closer. It was
that is reflective in underserved
refreshing to see other young, elected
communities. We must remain
officials, Jennifer Rajkumar and
vigilant. We need Congress to
Khaleel Anderson, talk about their
pass the George Floyd Justice and
vision for a better community.
Policing Act,” said Richards.
Councilwoman Adrienne Adams
He also called for an end to
from District 28 was brilliant. She
systemic racism in law enforcement.
spoke from the heart. She was
District Attorney, Melinda Katz,
instrumental in getting the sign
said it was appropriate that the
‘Punjab Avenue’ approved at 101
people of Queens County stand
Avenue in Richmond Hill.
together and discuss what happened
On Saturday May 29, 2021, the
in Minnesota. She felt profound
‘Little Guyana’ sign will be installed
empathy for George Floyd and his
in Liberty Avenue and Lefferts
‘Little Guyana’ sign to be installed under Boulevard; on June 27, 2021, the
family. The jury spoke clearly for
the auspices of Councilwoman Adrienne Pandit Ramlall Way will be installed
justice, she said.
Adams (District 28)
It was her fervent hope that the
at 133rd Street, and Liberty Avenue,
verdict was a step for systemic change. It was important to
both under the auspices of Councilwoman Adrienne Adams.
understand the frustration of the communities in which trust
These are truly historic events that will bring the community
has been betrayed. She pointed out that there are many good
together.
police officers that put their lives on the
line and do what is right, and that should
be encouraged.
Adrienne Adams, Councilmember
for District 28, chairs the City Council
Committee on Public Safety, and also
co-chair the Black and Latino Caucus. She
said we are sending a message that officers
who harm, injure, and kill with impunity
will be held accountable. True justice would
have been had if George Floyd were around
to hug his family and friends, she said.
True justice would be if Black and Brown
communities no longer fear interaction
with law enforcement. We must push for
systemic change, she said.
George Floyd will not be forgotten. His
memory is alive and well, and his name will
inspire others. A step in the right direction
is just but a step, but we must advocate and
legislate for change, Councilwoman Adams
concluded.
John Liu, State Senator, said that there
was a range of emotions before the verdict
We are pleased to inform you that the Co-Naming
was announced. He was elated at the
verdict, but it was sad since a life was taken.
of Liberty Avenue and Lefferts Boulevard will take place on:
He said that many of the cops are good
people, but there are some bad apples that
infect others, and that is why accountability
is important.
(Following a short program at Leo Kearns Parking
Assembly Member, Khaleel Anderson,
Lot at 103-33 Lefferts Boulevard, South Richmond Hill, New York, 11419).
said that the verdict had a profound impact
We thank the New York City Council, Councilwoman Adrienne Adams (District 28),
on him.
and District Leader, Richard David, and others, for making ‘Little Guyana’ possible.
“Our community felt a sigh of relief. It
meant that black lives are recognised. We
Please join us for a truly historic event, of which all should be proud.
must press on with legislative reforms and
FOR FURTHER
Ashook Ramsaran: 917-519-5783
Councilwoman Adrienne Adams Ofﬁce: 718-206-2068
we must fight to eliminate racism,” he said.
INFORMATION
Romeo Hitlall: 917-749-7700
District Leader Richard David: 917-690-5851
Assembly Member, Jennifer Rajkumar,
Vibert Bernard: 718-835-9235
Dr. Dhanpaul Narine: 718-848-8831
PLEASE CALL:
said that she cannot breathe because every
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The ‘Little Guyana’ Sign

Liberty Avenue and Leﬀerts Boulevard

Saturday May 29, 2021 at 10:00 am
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Douglas Shapiro

My Vision for Council District 29
By Douglas Shapiro
e will only achieve a sustainable, equitable,
economic recovery until we defeat the
coronavirus. Over the next few years, we
must restore the hospital capacity we lost during the last
recession. We cannot neglect investing in preventative
health and healthcare infrastructure. We must prioritise
these investments for our neighbourhood and city.
Specifically, we should investigate rehabilitating the
Parkway Hospital.
I have experience in economic policymaking and
income inequality from my work at the International
Monetary Fund. The fastest way we can restart our
economy is by beating the coronavirus. The city must
accelerate its vaccine rollout to ensure all people have
access to the vaccine by early summer.
We cannot take days off for inclement weather or
for holidays. We must be working 24/7 to vaccinate
everyone. I understand how desirable it is to live in
our community. Between 2000 and 2007 NYC added
two units for every new job created. But since the great
recession in 2008, NYC has only added half a unit for
every job created.
Both the public and private sector must build much
more multi-unit housing to accommodate the demand.
Only then, will prices become sustainably affordable.
No one should ever have to choose between paying for
groceries, paying for medicine, or paying rent.
Housing is a human right. The eviction moratorium
should be extended at least until the fall, when all of
NYC is completely vaccinated. Our area has one of the
oldest populations in NYC. We have a moral obligation
to support our seniors. We must protect and sustain
social security to ensure we take care of our seniors.
Benefits for social security must never go down.
We must increase funding for senior centers. We
must fully fund virtual social programs to keep folks
engaged. We also must expedite the vaccinations for
homebound seniors. Our transportation options must
focus on accessibility and safety, rather than efficiency
to accommodate our elder neighbors. Although this is
a national issue, I believe we must protect and sustain
social security to ensure we take care of our seniors.
Benefits for social security should never go down.
By making small adjustments by asking high earners to
contribute their fair share, social security can be fully
funded forever. I know that parents desperately need
more certainty about when schools will be in session.
The governor and mayor must better coordinate their
approach. We cannot predict the future but staying with
predictable guidance that errs on the side of caution
would be preferrable to closing or opening schools at
the last second.
Most evidence suggests there is little transmission
of coronavirus at schools, especially amongst young
students. For their social-emotional well-being, they
should be able to attend school if their parents want
them to be in-person.
I support the expansion of Gifted and Talented
programs in NYC. Every child deserves to learn at the
speed and rigor appropriate to his or her capabilities.
The primary is on June 22, 2021. Please email or call to
learn more about my campaign. Or visit he following
websites:
https://www.shapiro2021.com/;
https://www.nycvotes.org/campaigns/douglasshapiro/
contributions/new. Email: shapiro4nyc@gmail.com; or
call, 917-846-9597.
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THE LANDING IS ON THE HORIZON
CONDOS FROM THE MID $400s
Register Today

TheLandingCondos.ca

The Landing is a stunning condominium community,
just a three-minute stroll to the Whitby GO Station,
and minutes from the waterfront, walking trails,
schools, shops, restaurants and more.
The Landing – a commuter’s paradise, and the
perfect place to land!

Rendering is artist’s concept only. Price subject to change without notice.©2021 E.&O.E.
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AUTHORS' CORNER

Bocas walkabout features Ismith Khan, Naipaul

T

he NGC Bocas Lit Fest half-hour
documentary, Port of Spain: A Writer’s
Heaven premiered in Port-of-Spain late last
month. It was hosted by Wendell Manwarren of
3Canal, who wandered the streets of Trinidad and
Tobago’s capital city while bringing alive works of
literature from the classics to contemporary, the
Trinidad Guardian reported.
The documentary was produced to celebrate
the 10th anniversary of the Bocas Lit Fest, and was
made possible by the festival’s title sponsor, The
National Gas Company. It was also supported by the
Ministry of Tourism, Culture, and the Arts.
As Ray Funk reported in the Trinidad Guardian,
the authors were selected by the Bocas team,
who had to make difficult choices given the
documentary’s original plan was for a longer production. The
script was written and produced by Janine Mendes-Franco,
while Dion Boucaud at PixelPlay Media directed.
Strolling along during the walkabout were V.S. Naipaul
scholar, Professor Emeritus Ken Ramchand, and two
contemporary authors, Barbara Jenkins, and Breanne McIvor.
As Funk noted, the documentary begins in the National
Library on Abercrombie Street in Port-of-Spain with a quote
from Derek Walcott’s famous Nobel Prize speech. It is from
Walcott’s address where the documentary takes its name,
“Port of Spain… a downtown babel of shop signs and streets,
mongrelised, polyglot, a ferment without a history, like heaven.
Because that is what such a city is… a writer’s heaven.”
As the anthropologist Dr Kumar Mahabir notes, among
the sites in and around Port-of-Spain that were highlighted
were the birthplace of novelist Ismith Khan, and V.S. Naipaul’s
house in St James.
Mahabir notes the following about these two historic sites
that nurtured its famous writers:

V.S. Naipaul’s House for Mr. Biswas
.S. Naipaul’s House for Mr Biswas was featured in the
documentary. It was the home of writer, Seepersad
Naipaul, and his wife Droapatie, and their sons, Vidia
Naipaul and Shiva Naipaul. Born in Chaguanas in the Lion-
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eventually opened to
the public as a literary
museum 18 years later
in 2014. Artefacts
such as the yellow
typewriter, the hat
rack, the bookcase,
and the dining table
are on display.

Naipaul’s house in St James
Hanuman House, Naipaul was awarded the 2001 Nobel Prize
for Literature, the only Trinidadian to achieve this honour.
The house still stands intact today at 26 Nepaul Street in St
James, and is described in Naipaul’s classic novel, A House for
Mr Biswas (1963): “It was like a huge and squat sentry-box:
tall, square, two-storeyed, with a pyramidal roof of corrugated
iron.”
The novel has been ranked at number 72 in a list of 100 best
English-language novels of the 20th century by the Modern
Library Review.
Naipaul lived in the house for four years from 1946 to 1950
before migrating to England on a government scholarship
to study at the University of Oxford. His family resided in
the house until it was sold to the government in 1996 on the
advice of Dr Kenneth Ramchand who led the NGO, ‘Friends
of Mr Biswas’. Ramchand was interviewed in Port-of-Spain: A
Writer’s Heaven, by Manwarren.
Along with Ramchand, other members of the NGO
included Ashvin Rai Akal, son of Naipaul’s sister, Savitri Akal;
Rajendra Ramlogan, a lawyer; Dr Radica Mahase, an historian;
and Lenore Dorset, former protocol officer in the Office of the
President.
The house was returned to its original form with some of
the memorabilia either restored, reconstructed, or sourced
from family members. The historic house in St James was

Ismith Khan’s
House in Port-ofSpain
he novelist
Ismith Khan
Mohamed Ismith
Khan (1925-2002) was born at 48 Frederick Street in
Port-of-Spain in a two-story house that overlooked the iconic
Woodford Square. That house also functioned as shop, which
was described as “the largest and most famous jewellery shop
in Port of Spain”.
The description was made in Khan’s first major work The
Jumbie Bird (1961), a semi-autobiographical novel.
Khan himself came from an historic family. He was born of
a Muslim family of Indian Pathan descent. His dada [paternal
grandfather], Kale Khan, had escaped by the Kanpur Railway
train from colonial India to Guiana [now Guyana] after
fighting as a sepoy [soldier] against the British in the Indian
Rebellion-Mutiny of 1857.
His dada later moved to Princes Town in Trinidad, and
again fought against the British in the notable MuharramHosay Indian massacre in San Fernando in 1884. Kale Khan
then moved to Port-of-Spain, where he established his
jewellery business.
Living in the capital city, the family witnessed and helped
many destitute ex-indentured individuals and families
converging to Port-of-Spain to await a ship to take them back
to India.
In The Jumbie Bird, Khan describes the desperation of these
“coolies” living like vagrants in the streets and under tents.
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With files by Ray Funk and Dr Kumar Mahabir

Here’s my shot-in-the-arm boost for vaccinations

A

nti-vaccination movements have had a long and
destructive history going back to smallpox in the
1800’s followed by diphtheria, tetanus, whooping
cough, measles, mumps, hepatitis, poliomyelitis, chicken pox,
HPV, shingles, and rubella. Other vaccines have also been
developed over the years that save lives and curtail human pain
and suffering. Historically, the rationale of the opposition to
vaccines supposedly surrounds questions about its safety and
efficacy.
Misinformation about vaccines is
spread through a number of groups and
organisations, including radicalised right
Bernard
wing “religious” groups, pseudoscience
Heydorn
propagators, science skeptics, and
conspiracy theorists. It is a constant
challenge “debunking the latest wave of
medical misinformation”, (BBC News, April
11, 2021).
Often times, right wing political parties such as Donald J.
Trump’s Republicans bed down with these groups to gain votes
and support. Feeding on fear, distrust of medicine and science,
misguided beliefs on “freedoms” of citizens, and the power of
cult leaders, their effects have been devastating over the years.
The movement has picked up momentum and financial
support by associating vaccines with neurological diseases,
bowel disease, autism, disabilities, and death. It has gained
support from quack doctors such as British Andrew Wakefield,
who was struck off the Medical Register for committing
scientific fraud by falsifying data for financial gain (History of
Anti-Vaccination Movements).
In modern times the anti-vaxxers have placed themselves
solidly against efforts to stem the tide of the most dangerous
pandemic of over a century – Covid-19. They have dismissed
the idea of wearing safety masks, being tested for the disease,
washing hands, and keeping safe distances, putting themselves
and others at risk for contracting the disease. Their latest effort
is to propagate the idea that the vaccines recently developed to
curtail the virus will kill people who receive it.
This is having a serious effect in the battle to fight the
disease. At present, “vaccine hesitancy” is considered as high as
26 percent of the US population. Before “herd immunity” can
be achieved, the scientists predict a higher number of people
needs to be vaccinated. Failing that, the virus spreads, mutates,
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and develops new strains that are more difficult to contain!
We have the anomaly where hundreds of thousands of
folks in India are dying desperate and unvaccinated, while
reportedly in cities like Philadelphia and others in the US,
almost half the population have seemingly turned down the
vaccine. Many of these turn out to be Republican supporters of
Trump, the disgraced former President, who evidence suggests
was mainly responsible for the spread of the disease in the US
and beyond!
A prominent anti-vaxxer, the quack
English doctor, Vernon Coleman, claims
that vaccines are weapons of mass
destruction. He continues to spread fear
and division in the populace. Coleman has
been described as a conspiracy theorist,
anti-vaccination activist, AIDS denialist,
and blogger. His medical claims have been
widely discredited and described as pseudo-scientific. He
is no longer registered to practice as a General Practitioner
in England. He also calls himself “Professor”, according to
Wikipedia.
Ironically, I personally know in Canada more than one
person who call themselves “professor”, who are followers of
Coleman, and propagate his medical misinformation.
Anti-vaxxers proclaim “united non-compliance”, and are
against shutdowns. They claim that medicine and public health
are incompatible with the expectations of citizens in a “free
society”.
Fortunately, we have laws that reportedly give us
protection from these claims, such as the Health Protection
and Promotion Act, the Emergency Management and Civil
Protection Act, and the Re-Opening Ontario Act. It is the job
and responsibility of our leaders and elected officials to protect
us, and not to kill us. That is the way it is in a democracy. In
China, Russia, Trump’s America, and other tyrannies, things
are practiced differently.
Anti-vaxxers are basically an assault on our “common
sense”, which sometimes is not too common. It is an assault on
our right for survival, as individuals, and as nations. It is an
assault on science and the promotion of the cult of ignorance.
It is an assault on our intelligence. How can one believe that
the vaccine kills when half the UK and millions of others have
received the vaccine, and are still alive! Only “jackasses” will

believe that! One can draw a straight line from the vaccine to
survival. Many efficacy scientific studies have been done by
the makers of the vaccines, and other investigators, which have
demonstrated the safety and effectiveness of the vaccines.
Before I go, let me leave you with some of my experience
with science, vaccines, and medicine. I was a baby and dying
of pneumonia in a hospital in 1946, in Georgetown, British
Guiana, when as a last resort the recently discovered penicillin
was administered to me. The reports are that within a few
hours I showed signs of a miraculous recovery from death’s
door. My family had already started to mourn my demise
when they reached home and were called back to the hospital
to see a stirring, living baby.
Another call to death was me contracting tetanus as a
young boy, jumping from a chicken crate in our bottom house
and getting scratched by a rusty nail. I was well on the way
to getting “lockjaw”, and my father could not afford the five
dollars needed to take me to a doctor. In the end he got the
gumption to borrow the money from a not-so-close relative,
and with the injection of the tetanus vaccine, my life was saved.
How lucky we are that we have doctors, and we have places
to go to get free vaccines, and yet some turn it down! The
vast majority of the world is not that lucky. Why are some
folks willing to put both themselves and others at risk, and
in harm’s way in a deadly fashion? Is this not suicidal lunacy?
Health Canada provides useful and helpful information on the
virus and the various vaccines that are readily available. Do
not be fooled by the promotion campaign of the anti-vaxxers,
whether it’s coming from neighbours, friends, family, TV
stations, political groups, radio, or newspapers.
Get your vaccine as quickly as possible! We want everyone
to live, including anti-vaxxers. Can we not learn a lesson from
the actions of suicidal cults such as Jimmie Jones in Jonestown,
Guyana? Let us spring forward into summer with a new day
dawning. There is now a humane world leader in the White
House in the US. The previous monster has left the house.
Let us support our politicians here in Canada, who are
trying to do the right thing. Praise to our doctors, nurses,
caregivers, frontline workers, and all those who put their lives
on the line to help us all. Praise to vaccines and medicine! Give
thanks for each new day that we survive. Walk good!
If the creeks don’t rise and the sun still shines, I’ll be talking
to you.
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Restaurant owners simmer with vexation
Street food feeding frenzy follows second T&T lockdown

Port-of-Spain – Restaurateurs in Trinidad and Tobago on Covid-19 surges abroad, then they would understand how
were simmering with vexation over the weekend following the quickly the position can move from good, to bad, to woeful.
government’s lockdown measures lat week that banned sales of
“If we don’t take certain actions in a few days’ time, then we
food in their establishments while street vending continued to will be where others have been. We haven’t been there yet; we’ve
thrive on sidewalks.
never been there. If we do not act now to do certain things, given
In fact, many businesses became quite creative in finding what has been generated through the population, the level of
ways to continue with the
infections and the requiresales of street food, causments for healthcare that
ing Police Commissioner
this is demanding, if we
Gary Griffith to issue a
do not act in an attempt
warning on Sunday that
to stymie the growth rate,
police resources could
[then] we know where
become strained since
that will lead,” he said.
more and more food
Rowley added, “We
trucks were suddenly
could do nothing and
appearing on the streets.
hope for the best. We
The escalating food
could do a little more
sales’ situation was frusand not do enough, or
trating for businessperwe could by reasonable
son as Derek Chin. He
analysis do what we think
heads the Dachin Group
will give us the kind of
of Companies as its CEO,
response that the circumwhich operates the Jaxx,
stances require.”
Business as usual for gyros in north Trinidad late last week
Rizzoni’s
Ristorante
He said the measures
Italiano, and Texas De Brazil restaurants.
implemented are designed to address two things: one, the moveChin said it was frustrating for many restaurant owners, ment of people within the national community; and two, the
who in complying with all the Covid-19 restrictions by shutting gathering of people as they move about in the community.
their doors, began noticing mass gatherings around street food
“It matters not what you’re engaged in, but if you’re engaged
vendors that continued to conduct thriving sales.
in an activity that facilitates the movement of people or the
He said: “Food trucks are popping up on all the streets gathering of people, the government has to see that as an area
uncontrolled and causing chaos. This was bound to happen for restriction; otherwise, the common-sense thing will not be
because people have to eat, and there are now limited options. done,” he said.
And what about the hygiene and potential health issues with
Rowley said the requirement now was for persons not to leave
these options? Restaurants’ pick-up and curbside are better con- home if there was no need to go outside.
trolled, and much more hygienic with sanitisation and water. So,
“Get with the programme that if it is not absolutely essential,
it’s out of the frying pan and into the fire,” he said.
then please don’t come out because then you become a part of
Chin called on the government to meet with the stakeholders the problem. And if you are engaged in a business that attracts
on the way forward.
people out, or attract them to congregate, then that is also a part
However, on Monday afternoon, Prime Minister Dr Keith of the problem,” he said.
Rowley announced deeper lockdown measures, among them a
He also noted the medicine to the population to control the
curb on curbside sales of street foods.
increasing Covid-19 infection rate was a bitter one, but if it was
Rowley made the announcement Monday afternoon that not administered, then the wages from the infection spread
extended the restrictions on food services to itinerant or street meant death for some people.
food, and on all non-essential retail businesses. He said the
“And for all those who put the economy out front, there
new measures came as a consequence of a surge in Covid-19 is nobody in this country who is more concerned about the
cases, which was posing a serious threat to the country’s parallel economy than the Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago. But
healthcare system.
what kind of economy are we going to preserve, if the outcome
Said Rowley: “Our healthcare system, designed to protect the of not intervening now with economic disruption would result
population, is now in danger of being overrun because of the in economic destruction in the face of a calamitous healthcare
rate of infections we are experiencing.”
system, and a large number of people sick, dead, and dying?
He added if nationals have been following international news That is the option we face,” he said.

Bar industry could sink with lockdown - BOATT
Port-of-Spain – Barkeepers and its operators on Monday
said they were “deeply troubled” and concerned that the industry could sink following the government’s announcement of
further Covid-19 restrictions.
Among the restrictions announced by Prime Minister Dr
Keith Rowley was the closure of bars and a ban on
food sales at restaurants
and on the streets until
May 23.
In a statement issued to
the media on Monday, the
Barkeepers and Operators
Association said, “The
industry has been grappling with closures and
restrictions for the past 14
months, with that proverbial light at the end of the
tunnel moving further and
further away. Bar owners,
Sign of the times as bars
operators, and employees
cannot withstand another closure without government’s intervention in a positive way.”
At this time, BOATT remains in talks with the Ministry of
Finance on small and micro-enterprise loan access and grants.
It added, “We are still breathlessly awaiting a positive
response from the ministry. BOATT understands the need
for the government to protect the citizenry from the wrath of
Covid-19, but this must not be done to the detriment of the
business fraternity and its employees.”
Furthermore, BOATT said businesses must be held responsible for their actions, but should not be penalised for the
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population’s lack of discipline and disobedience of guidelines
and regulations.
“The food and beverage sector has been bearing the brunt
and burden of restrictions and regulations since the start of the
pandemic,” it said.
BOATT said the sector has passed the tipping
point, with its only saviour being proactive suggestions and discussions
to propel it out of doom
and into some form of
normality.
“We are urging all
business chambers and
relevant associations to
come forth with proactive recommendations to
assist the government in
its decision-making process when it comes to
remain closed in Trinidad
the restriction of normal
business activity,” the organisation stated.
BOATT said it is willing to work alongside any and all stakeholders in channelling initiatives towards the government for
discussions and implementation.
It noted that Trinidad and Tobago was “in dire need of help”,
adding, “The government alone cannot win the battle against
this dreaded virus. We must all act, behave, and do our part
in a responsible manner. Now is not the time to cast blame on
any one group or individual, and we must not take a political
approach to the situation, but rather unite our strength and
minds to chart a new way forward.”

Rushton Paray

Rudranath Indarsingh

Govt’s latest restrictions
painful say UNC leaders
Port-of-Spain – The latest Covid-19 public health restrictions is a whip on the backs of workers, breadwinners, families,
and small businesses who do not deserve such punishment,
Couva South MP Rudranath Indarsingh said earlier this week.
He added this sector of the nation is constantly being punished by what he described as Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley’s
“astoundingly weak leadership” throughout the pandemic.
Said Indarsingh: “What is even worse is that the measures
imposed upon us by the Prime Minister last week Thursday
have brought us no guarantee of safety. These measures were in
place before, and they failed to prevent spikes and the spread of
infections from taking place.”
According to Indarsingh, he continues to be inundated daily
by people calling him “in confidence” that are desperate for
hope and help. Their family savings have dwindled, and people
are desperate for jobs, he said.
Indarsingh accused Rowley of abandoning the interests of
families, students, workers, small business owners, and the section of the society that keeps the economy running.
He also called Rowley and the government to “boost the
acquisition” of vaccines at a faster pace for the country.
“We are also calling upon the Minister of Labour to ensure
that the Occupational Health and Safety Agency is mandated
and resourced to ensure the adherence of the safety standards in
both the public and private sector workspaces,” he said.
Also, earlier this week, Member of Parliament for Mayaro
Rusthon Paray called on Rowley to reopen small businesses.
He said Rowley must act right away to save thousands of
affected workers, farmers, and businesses from financial ruin.
“Rowley must also publicly urge manufacturers to keep their
workers on their payrolls, even with reduced salaries,” he said.
Additionally, Paray called on Rowley to reopen food establishments for delivery and curbside pick-ups.
“The Prime Minister must implore the banking community
to provide meaningful concessions to home-owners and business proprietors, including genuine loan moratoriums and
reduced charges,” Paray said.
Noting the curtailment of economic activities is having negative ripple effects, Paray said it would add to the already high
unemployment rate, financial bankruptcies, and insolvencies in
small and medium enterprises.
He said the Board of Inland Revenue must also be instructed
to relax the deadlines for tax compliance.
“The Prime Minister’s unthinking carte blanche approach is
leading to unparalleled hardship throughout the country,” he
declared.
Rowley should emulate countries that have effectively managed the financial disaster caused by the pandemic, he added.
Said Paray: “The current national shutdown could have detrimental effects on a society already reeling from high unemployment, shortage of foreign exchange, negative economic
growth, vanishing export markets, and the worst debt crisis in
its history. The future of Trinidad and Tobago’s workers, farmers
and businesspeople depends upon the government’s management of this unmatched economic catastrophe.”
Last Thursday Rowley announced stricter national measures, among which were the closure of all malls and places of
worship, in a move to curb infections after recent spikes in the
numbers of daily cases.
Also among the restrictive measures were a reduction in the
public sector workforce by 50 percent on a rotation basis; the
closing of bars, clubs, casinos, cinemas; all beaches becoming
off-limits; the banning of gatherings for public entertainment;
and attendance at funerals and weddings limited to ten people.
According to Ministry of Health figures on Monday, the
number of Covid-19 deaths was 174, with 241 new infections
detected from samples taken between April 29 and May 1.
Trinidad and Tobago’s overall confirmed Covid-19 cases stood
at a cumulative of 11,313, out of which 2,506 were active, with
the number of recovered patients at 8,633.
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Lockdown locks out vulnerable - UNC
Port-of-Spain – Opposition Leader Kamla
Persad-Bissessar on Monday accused Prime
Minister Dr Keith Rowley of locking out the
vulnerable people in Trinidad and Tobago following his announcement of further Covid-19
restrictions.
Said Persad-Bissessar: “The Opposition
supports measures to protect the health and
well-being of citizens, but we cannot support
hundreds of thousands being left without the
ability to take care of their families.”
Persad-Bissessar said while the government
has found money to pay millions of dollars in
rent to the families of Cabinet ministers, and to
finance contracts of the families of other senior
ministers, “they do not have a single dollar to
help the taxpayers of this nation during their
time of need”.
She reiterated the Opposition’s view the
government has mismanaged the handling of
Covid-19.
“Today the picture is clear. Sadly, they have
now wrecked lives in the process,” she said.
Referring to Rowley’s comments on social

Hairstylist calls
on govt for help

Port-of-Spain – Hairstylist Candice Mohan
on Monday called on the government to
become innovative with its use of resources to
manage the Covid-19 spread, rather than shutting down businesses.
She said if the offences continued over
Covid-19 protocols by nationals, then the
Ministry of Health should become innovative
in dealing with the issue.
“Why don’t we have health inspectors
checking these businesses? Why aren’t we
implementing things on a different strategy?”
Mohan wondered.
Additionally, she noted there were community police and SRPs that could be assigned to
various districts to carry out checks at business
places.
Doing so would ensure all protocols were
being observed, and fines applied where
offences were being committed, she said.
Mohan said the authorities, and others in
the business community appeared devoid of
ideas on how to save the country’s economy.
Said Mohan: “Implement ways; use the ministries. You have Local Government, and you
have MPs. Get the councillors in your areas;
get the business people association; the Bar
Association; the Restaurant Association. We
have all these associations in Trinidad and
Tobago – where are these people? Why are they
not coming together and strategising?”
Mohan said while she understood it was
a deadly pandemic, and safety was of utmost
priority, at the same time shutdowns were
placing sole traders like herself in cycles of
recurring debt.
“We just came out of a cycle last year. There
are a lot of other salon owners who are like me.
I am thankful that my business is still standing
strong… but I have a debt to clear from last
year. It’s like a cycle that repeats,” she lamented.
Mohan noted when the shutdown was
announced last week her weekly-paid employees became worried.
“Some salons are fortunate in that they can
have monthly salaries. But when you have
the sole traders like regular hair stylists who
work on a small range like me, they don’t have
income coming in. They survive on a weekly
salary. I did a few years ago before I had my
business. My salary was $900 a week,” she said.
Mohan wondered what would happen to
employees in the sector given the ongoing
precarity.
“I am trying to figure out how are we supposed to survive with the industry like this,
with the closures of everything. We are not
even able to work like one-on-one,” she said.

support, she countered, “Yet many thousands
continue to complain that they are yet to
receive any salary relief grant since last year.
The same support that citizens were promised
since last year are being rehashed.”
Persad-Bissessar also wanted to know what
were the government’s plans after May 23,
when the new restrictions are supposed to end.
“Do we stay in lockdown until the Prime
Minister ‘feels’ it is safe to reopen? Or do we
stay in lockdown until a friend of the PNM
secures a vaccine contract?” she wondered.
Persad-Bissessar said the public has a right
to know how long these restrictions will be in
effect, and what to expect in the future.
She reiterated the UNC’s claim that the
government has been playing games with the
pandemic. “Today, their only accomplishment
is to boast of one million syringes in stock. The
irony should not be lost on us that there are no
vaccines for those syringes.”
She added that Rowley “continues to fail the
entire nation with his short-sighted leadership
and ad hoc decision-making”.

Responding to Rowley’s announcement
last week that the government was putting
the nation into a second lockdown, PersadBissessar said the latest measures were being
implemented without a proper plan, and mirrors the failure from last year.
She added there is a pertinent need to do
all it takes to protect the lives and well-being
of nationals, but this must be done while also
protecting their ability to put food on their
tables.
“The government’s mantra, ‘We are all in
this together’, rings hollow given that the
Prime Minister spent a large part of his presentation blaming citizens for the surge in cases,”
she said following Rowley’s announcement of
the lockdown last week.
She added that one would have thought
that Rowley, after having just recovered from
Covid-19, would have had a different approach
to the rise in cases today.
“Instead, in his usual style, he came to
blame citizens for the recent spike, conveniently forgetting that he recently had a ram-

Kamla Persad-Bissessar
page in Tobago, where he contracted the virus,”
she said.
“These lockdowns do not affect the government, because the government and their
friends clearly are above the law,” PersadBissessar declared.
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Success seeks out Gulzar as poet, songwriter

P

oet, novelist, songwriter, film scriptwriter, playwright,
her diaries and copies of her ghazals and poems to him. These
producer, dialogue writer, director, intellectual, and
were later edited and published by Gulzar. Meena Kumari
famous for his uniqueness and innovation in every
played the lead role in Gulzar’s first film Mere Apne.
field, Gulzar has donned more hats than one.
After the death of Meena Kumari, on May 15, 1973, Gulzar
Whether in poetry or prose, his distinct expression
married Rakhi, whose career as a heroine was at its peak. From
has helped bring about ever new aspects and emotions in
this marriage, Gulzar’s only daughter Meghna Gulzar was born,
the journey of his life. He has been presented with a long,
and who is today a well-known director. Shortly after the birth
unending series of awards and accolades for his unparalleled
of Meghna, Gulzar and Rakhi separated, but never divorced.
contribution to the field of literature and the Indian film
Gulzar made his directorial debut with Mere Apne (1971).
industry. To list a few, he has been conferred the Oscar, the
Based on Tapan Sinha’s Apanjan, the film looks at an old womDada Sahib Phalke Award, Grammy Award, Filmfare Award
an (played by Meena Kumari) caught between two street gangs
(21 times), Indira Gandhi Award for National Solidarity,
of unemployed and frustrated youths. He then went on to make
Sahitya Academy Award for Literature, and Padma Bhushan,
Parichay (1972) (loosely based on The Sound of Music (1965)
India’s third highest civilian award.
and Koshish (1972), which gave a superb look at the trials of a
Gulzar won the Academy Award for Best Original Song for
deaf and dumb couple (played by Jaya Bachchan and Sanjeev
Jai Ho at the 81st Academy Awards. He also won a Grammy
Kumar). Gulzar learned the sign language for this movie.
Award (shared with Rahman) for the same song.
From this film came a mutually beneficial partnership with
Despite his immense success and fame in films, Gulzar
Kumar, which resulted in fine films like Mausam (1975), Annever distanced himself from
goor (1982), Namkeen (1982),
serious literature. Initially, his
and the classic film Aandhi
literary works appeared in
(1975), which had been
Pakistani magazines. Ahmed
banned for a while.
Nadeem Qassimi, the editor of
However, Gulzar didn’t
Funuun, in particular patronalways depend on Sanjeev Kuised and guided the young
mar: the stars of the time, such
poet. Later, Gulzar acknowlas Jeetendra, Vinod Khanna,
edged him as his ‘Baba’, or
and Hema Malini, worked
fatherly figure.
with him in unglamorous
Gulzar, whose real name
roles, and gave some of their
is Sampuran Singh Kalra,
best and introspective perforwas born on August 18, 1934,
mances in films like Achanak
in the village of Dina in the
(1973), Khushboo (1975), and
Jhelum district of undivided
Kinara (1977).
India. His father’s name was
Musically, Gulzar was
Makhan Singh, who ran
unbeatable. Being a lyricist
a small business. Gulzar’s
and collaborating with film
mother died when he was a
composers, he always had a
suckling child and his stephigh quality of music in his
mother did not treat him well.
films, especially with Rahul
Therefore, he spent most of
Dev Burman. And while Burhis time at his father’s shop.
man became a pop icon with
He was not much interested
his tunes from Procession of
in textbooks and failed in
Memories (1973), and Hum
intermediate, but found his
Kisise Kam Naheen (1977), he
calling in literature. From
also gave Gulzar classic pieces
his boyhood, he was deeply
to work with in Khushboo
Gulzar with daughter, Meghna, along with portraits
attached to Rabindranath
(1975), and Permission (1987).
taken in his earlier years
Tagore and Sharat Chand,
In Gulzar’s own words,
who were his favourite writers. From early years he read a lot of “Music has a natural place in our lives, right from the shloka
Tagore’s work, who remained a major influence in Gulzar’s own you recite in your morning puja and the milkman who comes
life and writings.
whistling on his cycle, to the fakir singing as he begs for alms,
Gulzar’s family survived the horrors of the partition of India
and your mother humming around the kitchen. Music fills our
in 1947 and set up camp first in Amritsar and then in Delhi. In
spaces naturally. It will always be dear to us.”
Delhi, they lived in the Sabzi Mandi area. Makhan Singh was unSadly, the 1980s and 1990s saw a decline in Gulzar the
able to afford Gulzar’s education, so his son had to work at a petdirector, and although films such as Lekin (1990) and Maarol pump. Then a few days later fate took him to Bombay. Gulzar
chis (1996) had their moments, his last film to date, Hu Tu Tu
had a dream to become a poet, and poetry was his real love.
(1999), was a misfire.
Arriving in Bombay, Gulzar entered the literary circles.
However, he tried his hand at television with the much acIncreasing his influence, he regularly attended meetings of the
claimed television film Mirza Ghalib (1988). Made about the
Association of Progressive Writers, through which he develpoet’s life and starring Naseeruddin Shah in the title role, the
oped relationships with a number of writers, including Shailen- serial was a landmark in Indian Television.
dar, a well-known film singer at the time.
Gulzar has also directed documentaries on Amjad Khan and
In the early 1960s famous filmmaker Bimal Roy was making
Pandit Bhimsen Joshi, as well as Shaira, a film based on Meena
Bandani with music director S.D. Burman and lyricist ShailenKumari. He has also turned his creativity into other channels
dar. Coincidentally, the composer-songwriter duo parted ways.
– he has written screenplays for films like Masoom (1983) and
Shailendar then asked Gulzar to request Bimal Roy to write a
Rudaali (1993), and has written the lyrics for films like Dil Se
song for the film. After initial reflection, Roy assigned Gulzar
(1998), and Saathiya (2002).
to write a song. Gulzar wrote his first song Mora Gora Ang Liye
Along with his long film career, Gulzar has also been setting
Le Mohe Shyam Rang Dei De, which found favour with both
new milestones in the field of literature. His innovative writings
S.D. Burman and Bimal Roy, and later became a very popular
infused a new lease of life in literature. He wrote a book about
number. It was Gulzar’s only song in the film, as Shailender and his experience on the partition of India and Pakistan. This was
S.D. Burman were later reconciled. However, Bimal Roy did not his first book at the age of 84.
like the idea of a talented young man working in as a garage atFor some time now, he has been seriously interested in
tendant, so he insisted on Gulzar quitting his job and becoming children’s poetry and prose. He has also written poems and
his assistant.
dialogues for Alice in Wonderland and Potli Baba. One of the
While working as Bimal Roy’s assistant, Gulzar came across
most famous Gulzar poems – Humko mann ki shakti dena – is
Meena Kumari, the heroine of Bimal Roy’s film Benazir. Their
used as a prayer in schools.
acquaintance grew to the point where it could be described
He uses several dialects of Hindi in his writing, mostly Braj
as a ‘relationship’. The relationship was such that when Meena
Bhasha, Khariboli, Haryanvi, and Marwari.
Kumari was ill, Gulzar would go to her house to administer her
Gulzar is the founder of Aarushi, an organisation for physimedicine on time, and when Meena Kumari refused to take
cally challenged children, and Eklavya, an NGO working for
medicine during the day in Ramadan, Gulzar told her that she
education. In April 2013, he was appointed Chancellor of Asis not obliged to fast due to illness; instead, he fasted on her
sam University.
part.
The fame and honuor that Gulzar have attained in his
It is said that Gulzar continued to fast during Ramadan even lifetime is something that very few people have accomplished.
after the death of Meena Kumari. On the other hand, Meena
However, a writer’s literary merit is always assessed by the readKumari inherited her eloquence from Gulzar, and handed over
ers of later ages, not contemporary times.
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Bollywood & Covid-19
Sonu Sood
onu Sood was fighting back his tears while
discussing the shortage of India’s medical resources
and its impact on the citizens. The actor has been
at the forefront since the pandemic began, helping people
across the country with resources.
In conversation with journalist Barkha Dutt, Sonu
emotionally recounted the numerous phone calls he
receives requesting help. He noted that the country has
learned the importance of a good healthcare system but at
a big cost.
Sonu’s philanthropic efforts have been lauded by
citizens and fellow Bollywood stars. Priyanka Chopra
recently shared a post, calling the actor a ‘visionary
philanthropist’.
Shakti Kapoor
he devastation with the growing number of Covid19 cases has taken everyone in its grip, and actor
Shakti Kapoor admits he finds it “heartbreaking”
to even go on social media and watch news channels.
“The past one year has been so difficult. Death has
come so close now. Pehle bolte the marne wala hai, marne
wala hai aur ussme dus saal lag jaate the. Now, people
are dropping like flies. What is death now? It’s so easy. I
just heard that a friend’s brother went to the hospital in
the morning and in the evening he was no more. It’s so
unpredictable,” he said.
Noting how the situation has gone out of control and
beyond his comprehension, he said vaccinating the whole
country is the only solution.
However, he acknowledged there are a lot of
hindrances and push backs, especially given the mindset
of people.
“We have this attitude that, ‘Dekha jayega jo hoga’.
That’s why the second phase is so deadly,” he said.
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Bhumi Pednekar
wo days after testing negative for Covid-19, Bhumi
Pednekar took to social media to start a plasma
donation drive for those battling the coronavirus.
She has been identifying resources for patients struggling
for hospital beds and oxygen cylinders. At a time when
patients and their families are in dire need of urgent
medical supplies, she said she wanted to make good use of
her social media reach.
Stressing on the importance to donate plasma, she said,
“Plasma donation is of utmost importance right now.
Those who have recently recovered can reach out to me
via social media.”
She added, “I’m guiding people through the process
and to save somebody’s life. I don’t want anyone to be lazy
right now. Now is the time to stand up for our country.”
Pednekar said it is important to stay detached from
patients who she has been trying to help.
“My body is in auto mode. I’ve no idea what’s
happening, and that’s where I draw the power. The only
thing that I’ve decided is to be detached from anything
happening in this journey, whether good or bad,” she said.
Additionally, “If somebody gets help, I don’t get overly
excited. There are patients that we can’t help and even
then, I try not getting overwhelmed. We’ve to move on
because there’s no option.”

T

Saqib Saleem
ith the rising number of Covid-19 cases, and
the situation “crazy”, Saqib Saleem is all for the
lockdown as the best solution.
He said, “It’s so alarming to see the numbers and it feels
like that last year never happened. Ke Covid hua hi nahin
tha, because the second wave has been huge, and everyone
around you is testing positive, so it is a bit worrisome.”
He was thankful to be with his family in the current
scenario, noting it was a “blessing”.
He is also taking every precaution, and observing
lockdown rules about not going out unnecessarily.
“One has to prioritise what is important before
stepping out. I don’t think one should take any risks, but it
depends on what is needed, and what is not,” he said.
He added, “With my parents, I’m more careful than
ever, as I don’t want to end up doing something that
jeopardises their health. I am taking it easy for a while, get
tests, if we feel any symptoms, and that’s all we can do. Get
the Covid-19 vaccine as soon as possible, which seems
to be the only way out. My father is a diabetic and was
unwell recently, so we wanted him to recover completely
before being vaccinated. Slightly older people are catching
high fever after getting the vaccine, so I wanted to be
careful.”
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Warner Park site for CPL 2021

CPL St Kitts’ event
risky – Ragoonath

W

arner Park in St Kitts is this year’s chosen site to
Said Russell: “As any agronomist will know,
host the 2021 Caribbean Premier League starting to play 33 games in one venue is going to be
he decision by the Caribbean Premier
August 28, ESPNcricinfo reported last week. Along challenging. But what we are blessed with in St
League to stage this year’s tournament
with this good news from CPL officials was that the 33-match Kitts is there are six grounds around the island,
in St Kitts is a “risky investment” as the
tournament will see fans in the stands, up to 50 percent capac- all of which can host the training. So, we will
future of international travel remains cloudity in the 8,000-seat venue. However, there is a caveat, with fans be making use of the training facilities that are
ed by the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, forhaving to show proof of Covid-19 vaccination before entering away from Warner Park. Effectively, Warner
mer Trinidad and Tobago Cricket Board Chief
the stadium.
Park will just host the games. Actually, one
Executive, Suruj Ragoonath said last week. He
Meanwhile, CPL CEO Pete Russell said that not all par- of the largest wear and tear on any ground is
is also questioning the real economic benefits
ticipating players are required to be inoculated, since vaccine when there are practice sessions on the outfield
that would accrue from hosting the Caribbean
access is varied to overseas players.
before the games.”
Premier League. Ragoonath’s comments were
“We’re aware that we need to get people vaccinated where
He also noted the CPL was well aware of
reported last week by the Caribbean Media
Suruj Ragoonath
possible. That’s not always going to be the case, but that is a these challenges, and was ready to deal with it.
Corporation.
process that we’re undergoing right now, whether it’s [those]
“We’re blessed again that the soil in the wicket in St Kitts is
He said the revenue generated from staging the popular
working for the CPL or playing [who] will be vaccinated. But some of the best in the region. We’re very comfortable that we’ll Twenty20 franchise tournament do not justify what regional
it’s not a requirement that they’ll be vaccinated because there be able to prepare some incredibly good decks for the players governments are asked to invest. Last year, Trinidad and Tobago
will be quarantine options
as we always have done,” were sole hosts of the tournament. The biggest impact was it
as well,” Russell said.
he said.
creating a much needed “distraction” at the height of the panHe added, “We were the
According to Russell, demic across the region, he said.
first to lead back last year,
a pitch consultant out of
“The government of Trinidad and Tobago has invested
so I think we led the way in
New Zealand will be in heavily over the years in CPL… I don’t think it has benefited
terms of the protocols that
St Kitts around July to us economically, as has been postulated by all those different
we put in place that obviensure all preparations reports…,” said Ragoonath.
ously have now become
remain on track.
He stepped down as CEO of Trinidad’s cricket governing
part of most events. We
“The main concern is body in 2018 after three years in the role. In 1999, he played two
were the first large-scale
to make sure the wickets Tests for West Indies.
cricket tournament back,
themselves stand the test
“From my experience being CEO of the Trinidad and Tobago
and that went very sucof time. We know exactly Cricket Board, [and] being involved in CPL, it would be interWarner Park in Basseterre, St Kitts
cessfully. You’ve seen that
the process. We have a esting to know exactly what the outlay was, or what was the
others have had their problems, so the planning and detail that block of five wickets to work with, and we’ve got to make sure financial output from St Kitts… compared to what they’re going
need to go into making these things happen are so important. that obviously they are kept refreshed so we can play some great to get back,” he said.
I think to have the first fully vaccinated tournament is again cricket on them,” he said.
Additionally, “What I can say… is that there would be some
just showing the world the way forward, and I’m sure that this
Additionally, Russell said he was confident all 33 games can stimulation in the economy, and one of the things that really
will encourage people, certainly in the federation, to get their be played on one ground.
impacted positively in Trinidad and Tobago last year when
vaccines so that they can come and watch some great cricket.”
He also said squads will be allowed to increase their person- we hosted the CPL was it was an excellent distraction for the
Compared to 2020, when the CPL was split between two nel from 17 players to allow an 18th member for this season in people.”
stadium venues in Trinidad, Russell said he was confident the order to accommodate any injuries or late withdrawals during
However, Ragoonath said the outlay was worth it, despite
turf square at Warner Park will be able to handle the stress of the tournament.
the event not generating “the type of revenue we would have
33 matches without compromising the condition and quality
The additional member was introduced in light of the strict wanted”. He added, “[The] fact is, we needed something at that
of pitches. He said the situation is viable thanks to six training bio-bubble that will be in place from the start of the event for all point in time. We were going through a very difficult period in
grounds in St Kitts that will be made available to each of the players, coaches, staff, and tournament officials, he said.
the country, and across the region; it was an excellent distracfranchises, rather than having training sessions conducted at
The 2021 CPL Draft is expected to take place in the final tion, but I don’t know if it is worth the kind of monies that
Warner Park.
week of this month, though an exact date is yet to be finalised.
governments have to put out to host.”

T

Raj says 2022 World Cup to be ‘swan song’ exit

I

Mithali Raj

ndia Women’s ODI captain Mithali Raj is targeting the 2022
50-over World Cup in New Zealand as her “swan song” in a
plan to finish off a successful career that has spanned over
two decades, ESPNcricinfo reported last week.
“It has been 21 years of international cricket, and I know
2022 is my swan song – the World Cup,” Raj said last week.
She added: “The last year was equal to the 20 years of my
international cricket. I know we are in difficult times, but it
takes a lot out of me to keep working on my fitness. I am not
getting any younger, and I know the importance of fitness. It is
important to be in a good emotional and mental set-up, knowing that there will be very few tours before the World Cup.”

Raj noted she was now focused on her batting in the few
games ahead, and planned to utilise each tour fully to ensure
her colleagues regrouped while building team for the upcoming
World Cup.
“I am optimistic [about the World Cup] looking at the manner in which the girls have been working with whatever facilities
they have in these times, and the enthusiasm they have been
showing for an upcoming series,” she said.
She noted fast bowling needed improvement, since pacer
Jhulan Goswami is also now in the final innings of her career.
“We definitely need to look at a few players, and prepare
them for New Zealand,” she said.

Dame Louise Martin
Johnny Grave
was announced in August 2019. Cricket returned to the mega
event for the first time since the 1998 Games in Kuala Lumpur,
where South Africa beat Australia in the 50-over format. This
year is the first time women’s cricket will be a part of the
Commonwealth Games.
Said Dame Louise Martin, Commonwealth Games Federation
President: “It is an exciting milestone to be announcing the first
teams to qualify for the Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth
Games. Cricket is a sport that is synonymous with the
Commonwealth, and we are so excited to have it back in the
Games for the first time since the men’s competition at Kuala
Lumpur 1998.”
She added, “The debut of women’s T20 cricket will be a

historic moment for Commonwealth Sport, and a wonderful
showcase for women’s sport across the world. Congratulations
to the teams that have now booked their spot to compete at
the iconic Edgbaston Stadium, for what I am certain will be an
unforgettable tournament.”
The cricket fixtures for the 2022 Commonwealth Games will
be held at Edgbaston.
Meanwhile, Stabroek News reported last week that Guyana
could likely host the Women’s T20 Blaze in September.
According to its report, the winner from this tournament would
be chosen as the country that represents the West Indies at the
2022 Commonwealth Games Cricket.
The possibility for Guyana hosting the event was confirmed
by Cricket West Indies CEO Johnny Grave.
“We plan to use our Women’s Regional competition – the
T20 Blaze as a qualifying tournament with the winners going
on to represent the West Indies at the 2022 Birmingham games,”
he said.
While indicating the tournament could take place in
September, at the same time Grave noted Guyana is among the
frontrunners to host the competition.
Women’s cricket will feature at the Commonwealth Games
for the first time. However, cricket in the games will be played
for a second time following South Africa’s triumphant run in
1998 with the men’s ODI in Kuala Lumpur.
The 2022 Commonwealth Games attracts 4,500 athletes from
72 nations and territories, and is scheduled to run from July 28
to August 8 next year.

ICC plans to hold qualifying rounds for 2022 Commonwealth Games

T

he International Cricket Council announced plans for
a qualifying round to determine the final two teams to
join the women’s event for the 2022 Commonwealth
Games in Birmingham. So far the teams that are already in the
games are England, Australia, India, New Zealand, South Africa,
and Pakistan, according to a Crickbuzz report last week.
The qualification process will determine which country from
the Caribbean will participate in the event, as players will be
representing their individual countries and not the West Indies.
The other team will be decided through a qualifying round to be
held by January 31, 2022.
Cricket was the first sport to declare the qualifying teams
for the upcoming Commonwealth Games’ mega event. The six
teams have already secured places following the ICC Women’s
Twenty20 Team ranking as on April 1, 2021.
ICC Acting Chief Executive Geoff Allardice said the body
was “incredibly proud and excited to be part of Birmingham
2022”, adding, “[It] is a fantastic opportunity for us to continue
to grow the women’s game globally”.
Said Allardice: “We are committed to maintaining the
momentum that saw 86,174 fans packed into the Melbourne
Cricket Ground for the final of the ICC Women’s T20 World
Cup last year. Birmingham 2022 gives us another global stage on
which to showcase the women’s game. On behalf of the ICC and
its Members, I thank the Commonwealth Games Federation for
their support, and look forward to seeing some superb cricket
at Edgbaston.”
Inclusion of women’s cricket to the Commonwealth Games
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‘Prince of Slow Bowlers’ Ramadhin ‘turns’ 92

By Reza Abasali
Port-of-Spain – “The Prince of Slow Bowlers”
is how Sir Len Hutton, former England Test
captain, once described Sonny Ramadhin. To
appreciate this royal description, one must understand Hutton’s background.
Hutton (1916-1990) was one of the greatest
ever batsmen in international cricket. Between
1937 and 1955, he played 79 Tests, amassed
6,971 Test runs with 19 Test hundreds, at an average of 56.7 per innings. He scored over 40,000
first class runs, and hit 129 centuries. Hutton
first encountered “The Prince of Slow Bowlers”
during the West Indies tour of England in the
summer of 1950.
Sonny became the first cricketer of East Indian descent to represent the West Indies in
Test cricket when he made his debut on June
8, 1950, versus England at Old Trafford, Manchester. The West Indies lost the first Test at
Manchester by 202 runs. He was unsure whether he would be selected for the second Test at
Lords cricket ground on June 24, 1950 after
an average performance in the first Test at Old
Trafford.
It was this Test at Lords where the 21-yearold announced himself on the world cricket
stage. In partnership with the crafty 20-yearold Jamaican left-arm-spinner Alfred Valentine
(7 wickets for 127 runs in the match), Sonny
captured match figures of 11 wickets for 152
runs to catapult West Indies to their first ever
victory on English soil.
The West Indies team included the three
great Barbadian cricketers: [Sir Frank] Worrell,
[Sir Everton] Weekes, and [Sir Clyde] Walcott
– famously known as the 3Ws. The 326-run
victory sparked off massive West Indian celebrations on the famous ground. Trinidadian
calypsonians Lord Kitchener and Lord Beginner glorified the two spinners in song with their

Sonny Ramadhin
rendition of ‘Victory Calypso’.
Amidst the huge celebrations and popping of
vintage bottles of liquor in the dressing room,
Sonny’s close friend Ralph Narine (1922-2017),
who was studying law in England at that time,
took away the new hero to celebrate elsewhere
with ginger beer and curry.
Born in St Charles Village, near the city of
San Fernando, on May 1, 1929, Sonny was the
son of East Indian sugar workers. His parents,
who were born in Trinidad, died when he was
a young boy.
A grandparent was born in India. Sonny and
his elder brother Ramsamooj went to live with
his father’s uncle, Soodhai Rock and Aunt Sumintra, in the nearby village of Esperance, two
miles south of San Fernando.
Young Sonny played his cricket with a bat
made from a coconut branch using a rubber
ball squeezed from a rubber tree. He once told
his uncle that he would make a living playing
cricket. He left school at 16, and got to practise

at the local Palmiste Club, located on the Palmiste agricultural estate near to his home village
of Esperance.
Sonny hardly got to bat, so he started to
bowl. In an interview with him from his home
in northwest England last October, Sonny revealed that he naturally turned the ball both
ways with the same action at a young age. He
added that a man named ‘YoYo’ used to place
coins on the stumps to encourage him to bowl
wicket to wicket.
A Barbadian-born intercolonial cricketer,
Clarence Skinner (1900-1969), who worked for
the oil company Trinidad Leaseholds Ltd, discovered Sonny’s fledging skill and talent.
Skinner got a job for Sonny at the oil company, and he was selected to play for Leaseholds.
Skinner pushed the gifted spinner through the
ranks of local club cricket at the youth and senior levels. His performances were certainly
noticed by cricket aficionados, which enabled
him to be selected to two trial matches versus Jamaica (his friend Valentine was also selected for the two trials) in early 1950 to pick
the squad to tour England in April-May 1950.
In the trial matches, he captured 12 wickets at
19.25 runs per wicket.
West Indies’ captain, Barbadian John Goddard (1919-1987), witnessed one of the trial
matches, and was impressed with Sonny’s exploits.
The rest is history – the orphaned boy, who
bowled with his cap on, and sleeves buttoned
down, was on the 1950 SS Golfito that sailed
to England.
Sonny Ramadhin, recipient of the Hummingbird Medal in 1972 from the government
of Trinidad and Tobago, became the oldest
living West Indian Test cricketer in July 2020
when Sir Everton Weekes died at the age of 95.
He turned 92 on May 1.

BCCI postpones IPL as Covid-19 penetrates bubble
From Page 1
BCCI does not want to compromise on the
safety of the players, support staff, and the
other participants involved in organising the
IPL. This decision was taken keeping the safety,
health, and well-being of all the stakeholders in
mind.”
There remains a month of matches left in
the league, and despite the BCCI move being a
postponement, given the tsunami of infections
now surging through India, it is considered unlikely the games will resume this season.
Following the announcement of the postponement, the BCCI said it would “do everything in its powers to arrange for the secure and
safe passage of all the participants in IPL 2021”.
However, the postponement was particularly bad news for the 30 Australian players,
coaches, and staff in India, who are now unable
to fly home after the Australian government
imposed a travel ban until at least May 15.
Returning Australian nationals face a hefty
fine or even jail, and have been cautioned to
shelter in place. The Australian prime minister,
Scott Morrison, said there would no exemption
to the travel ban for returning cricketers.
Earlier last month, several Australian players pulled out of the season citing the possibility of becoming stranded in India. So far, four
Australians, including the players Steve Smith,
Marcus Stoinis, and the coaches Ricky Ponting
and James Hopes, are among the Delhi Capitals
squad now in isolation.
The Kolkata Knight Riders team, with four
Australian players, have also been put into isolation after several players tested positive for
Covid-19.
Earlier this week, former Australian cricketer Michael Slater slammed his government for
threatening to jail anyone who breaks its India
travel ban, telling the prime minister he had
“blood on your hands”, the website France24
reported.
Last week the Australia government warned
nationals returning from India could face five

IPL Delhi Capitals Australian player, Steve Smith (above), along with colleagues
Marcus Stoinis, Ricky Ponting, and James Hopes, are now in isolation in India
years in jail. The government issued the threat
after travellers found a loophole by taking indirect flights to Australia from India. Among
the travellers were cricketers Adam Zampa and
Kane Richardson, who left the IPL games ahead
of the ban.
According to earlier reports, the England
Cricket Board was under some pressure to
bring back British players. England’s 11-strong
IPL contingent is led by the limited-overs
captain, Eoin Morgan, along with Jos Buttler,
Moeen Ali, Jonny Bairstow, Jason Roy, Dawid
Malan, Sam Billings, Chris Woakes, Chris Jordan, and Tom and Sam Curran. The players
face ten days of hotel quarantine on their return, with India now added to the UK’s “red
list” for international travel.
IPL players had been kept in “biosecure
bubbles”, where they were tested regularly and
travelled in private planes between matches in
Delhi and Ahmedabad, which had no spectators. But the league had been heavily criticised
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for continuing as normal while India was in the
midst of one of the world’s deadliest coronavirus surges, with hundreds of thousands of new
cases and deaths being registered every day.
The IPL was also accused of taking up funds
and valuable logistical, testing, and medical
resources, which are currently in short supply
in India, to protect the players in order to continue play.
The Indian cricket commentator Sharda
Ugra said there was “growing anger” in India
that “the IPL could steamroller on, just pretending that there wasn’t great depth of misery
and suffering that was taking place around us”.
Said Sharda: “There was a complete disconnect between what was happening inside
the IPL and going out on their world-feed,
and what was happening outside the stadiums
across India. There was no acknowledgement
of the growing numbers of dead. India hasn’t
lost so many people since Independence, and
yet there was huge dissonance from the IPL.”
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Amit Mishra

Delhi Capitals’
Amit Mishra
tests positive

D

elhi Capitals’ Amit Mishra became the fourth cricketer to be
confirmed as Covid-19 positive
this week, his infection taking the overall
tally to seven known cases in the nowpostponed IPL 2021.
Mishra tested positive in two consecutive tests that were conducted on Monday and yesterday.
“He has been moved to a designated
medical care facility, as per BCCI & IPL
guidelines. The Delhi Capitals medical
team is in constant touch with Mishra,
and ensuring his safety and well-being.
We wish him a speedy recovery,” the IPL
said in a media statement.
After Varun Chakravarthy and Sandeep Warrier, both Kolkata Knight Riders
players, were said to have tested positive
on Monday, all Delhi Capitals players
were asked to isolate themselves in their
hotel in Ahmedabad. The Capitals were
the last team to play the Knight Riders in
the tournament. Their routine Covid-19
test, scheduled for yesterday, was advanced by a day after news broke of the
bubble breach.
Mishra is the second Capitals player
this season to test positive, with Axar Patel missing out most of the early stages
because he had been infected and been
outside the bubble. Mishra played four
matches this season, the last one being a
week ago against Royal Challengers Bangalore, during both teams’ first match in
the Ahmedabad leg of the tournament.
The fallout from the Covid-19 cases
has escalated since it emerged on Monday that there were active cases inside
the KKR bubble, as well as that of CSK’s,
where bowling coach L. Balaji and a bus
cleaner tested positive. Yesterday, Sunrisers Hyderabad’s Wriddhiman Saha was
said to be positive as well.
Up to yesterday there was no official word yet on when or whether the
remainder of the tournament will be
staged, though BCCI vice-president Rajiv Shukla was emphatic it “will happen”,
and a decision would be taken when the
pandemic situation improved in India.
In a statement, the IPL said the decision to postpone was “unanimously”
taken by the tournament’s Governing
Council and the BCCI. The statement
also said the BCCI would “do everything
in its powers to arrange for the secure
and safe passage of all the participants in
IPL 2021”.
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The Stanley District

A spectacular new master
planned community is
taking shape. Comprised
Star ting
of stellar condominium
from mid residences, a boutique
$400s!
hotel and street level
retail, The Stanley District
is bringing a new level
of luxury and panache
to Niagara’s evolving
landscape. Close to all
the cultural offerings and
amenities of this vibrant
area, The Stanley District
is securely entrenched
within one of the city’s most
desirable communities.

Toronto – For Lease $2,750

Niagara Falls, ON

For Sale

$1,049,900

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

Toronto
Location! Location! Location! Luxurious corner
unit freehold TH. 4 large
bdrms, 2.5 baths w/quality finishes thruout. Lge
w/o deck from kitchen,
perfect for family bbqs.
Mast bdrm features gorgeous skylights. Private
rooftop terrace, great for
entertainment. No carpet
thruout. Lots of natural
light! Steps to 401.

Cozy det home in desirable
location. Near to all amenities:
Humber College, 400 series
hwys, transit, shopping & more.
3 bdrms on 2nd flr w/brand
new wrm. Open concept liv/din
area, w/o to b/yard from b/fast
area. Renov. w/modern finishes.
Ready for you to move in.

Brampton

3-year new executive 2 storey
Listed
$799K
for:
freehold townhouse in highly
sought after neighbourhood in
Brampton. No carpet thruout.
Open concept layout with w/o to
backyard. Finished basement with
potential for in-law suite. Close
to major hwys and all amenities
including grocery shopping plazas,
SOLD OVER ASKING!
places of worship.

The Buckingham at Grand Central Mimico
Grand Central Mimico
is Toronto’s new transittailored community.
Anchored by Mimico GO
Station, this community
will be a vibrant, allinclusive & future proof
neighbourhood. Thoughtful
timeless design, transit &
modern amenities converge
to create South Etobicoke’s
most relevant & significant
community.
Starting
From Mid -

$500K
Grand Festival Condos*
Take your life to a whole
new level of fun and
celebration at Grand
at Festival. Vaughan's
spectacular new masterplanned City Center.

Markham

For Sale
$490,000
SOLD
$50K
OVER
ASKING!!!

Emerald City Condominiums
North York, ON

437-235-7599

Starting
From Mid- $300K

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

* THE NEXT PHASE
AT FESTIVAL SOUTH
VMC, CANADA’S BESTSELLING CONDOMINIUM
COMMUNITY.
Starting
From the low:

$949,000

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Emerald City 1 is a luxury condominium that defines this new
community at the corner of Sheppard and Don Mills; a particular North York location that is becoming one of the city's most
sought-after places to live.

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

The Mill Landing Condos Georgetown, ON

Starting
From

$700K

Victory Green Markham, ON
Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.
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Starting
From

$400K

An idyllic location, that boasts a quaint village environment
with vibrant urban conveniences. Come home to an elevated community featuring a modern boutique building that
invites exclusive condominium suites & luxurious amenities
that complement your life with abundance and ease.
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ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

